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CHAPTER FIVE
ARTIFACT TYPES/ASSEMBLAGE

T

he types of material for the 627 recorded specimens recovered during the 2003-2004 field
work at the Hi Good Cabin site (CA-TEH-2105H) were inclusive of only four “Prehistoric”
specimens (described first inclusive of basalt - 320-413 Prehistoric core, 320-612, a large basalt
flake type). All the rest were “Historic” artifactual and non- artifactual (i. e., faunal remains) specimens.
The report’s presentation order of the Historic Artifacts begins with Bottles and Glass, followed
by the five classification groups, namely: A. Kitchen Group, B. Personal Group, C. Architectural/
Structural Group, D. Industrial Group, and E. Other Group.
Chapter Six contains interpretations of the prehistoric and historic artifacts recovered. The bottles
and glass found are described with illustrations first, followed by the Kitchen Group, Personal Group,
Architectural Group and Industrial Group. Chapter Seven provides the dating/notions interpretations.
Chapter Eight provides the interpretations pertaining to the early sheep operation observed, the “Hi
Good” cabin structure associations, and the firearms and ammunition interpretations.
Some peripheral comments about 2007 and 2008 field findings are also included throughout.

TYPES OF MATERIALS
Specimen types, by greatest frequency found were led by glass and metal fragments, followed
by the number of faunal and then ceramic fragments found.
Glass were mainly of bottles, such as fruit jars and vaccination bottles. Clear glass fragments
comprised the highest number found, followed by amethyst (purple) glass fragments; then by amber,
aqua, and green glass fragments. Roughly 40% of the total glass fragments found were opalized and/
or solarized, indicators of age.
The glass has been sorted by functional (use) category, color, and type when identifiable. Initial
cataloguing grouped vessel parts by elements (rectangular or circular body form); technological, if
chronologically sensitive, were noted such as if machine made, having pontil scarring, etc. The makers’
marks and embossed labels was another kind of grouping that was undertaken. Appropriate historical
references from catalogues were noted for some of the specimens. Window glass was sorted roughly
by color and thickness.
Metal -The mix of metal objects found included common cut {square) or wire (round) nails,
tacks, fence staples, and baling wire fragments. An assortment of tin cans types were recovered. Brass
firearms casings, spent lead bullet slugs, and one lead ball were found. An assortment of heavy, cast
iron wagon parts and likely nondescript stove parts were found. Metal clothing accoutrements included
suspender slides and vintage metal buttons. Kitchen Group objects included can opener keys and
dinner utensils. One burr for a rivet was found. Aluminum comprised one World War II canteen that
was collected. One amethyst glass bottleneck fragment recovered was inclusive a screw on aluminum
lid or cap.
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Faunal Materials (bones) - (e.g., small mammal bone fragment, 320-518 burnt bone, tooth, small
mammal skull). Professor Frank Bayham of the Archaeozoology Lab at California State University,
Chico campus, conducted preliminary interpretations of the faunal materials (see Ch. 8). Most of his
examination time involved pulling from the collection, eight faunal pieces, each of which possessed
one or more promising diagnostic elements. Seven of the nine specimens pulled were of the order artiodactyla (cloven animals). These seven underwent a systematic process of first ascertaining whether
they were closer in appearance to the deer (cervidae) family and/or closer to the goat and sheep (ovidae) family. If they were closer to the latter, the next step was to attempt to distinguish whether it was
closer to sheep or closer to goat. This process was repeated for each with the ultimate goal of hopefully
determining the genus and species for each.
The number of identified species were determined. Characteristics of butchering tool marks,
etc., were noted. Note: Leather comes from faunal material but has been “processed” i.e., tanned or
cured. The six objects of leather found during 2003 and 2004 are discussed in F. Other Group at the
back of this Ch. 5 on page 440.
Ceramics - Ceramic items were sorted by type, functional type (Personal Group, Kitchen Group
etc.), by form, and by decorative attributes (e.g., Raveni floral pattern on plate, Fig. 238). The following
is a list of ceramic types encountered in this collection:
Earthenware -Term applied for low temperature fired, soft bodied, an opaque (non translucent)
wares (e.g., red, yellow, and tan fabrics).
White improved earthenware (W.I.E), when manufactured, involves a relatively higher temperature and/or greater amount of feldspar. W.I.E. is called whiteware or ironstone, developed in the
early 19th century (aka “English Porcelain.”). They usually have brilliant clear glaze (See Fig. 246 map
of W.I.E. Ceramics Distribution at CA-TEH-2105H).
“Pearlware” ceramics include underglaze blue painted (china glazed) and shell edged ware
and were a widespread ware in the period 1780-1840.
There is also salt glazed earthenware and white ball and “kaolin” clay earthenwares, the latter
used for making smoking pipes (See pipe bowl fragment recovered of such in Fig. 249a).
Opaque Porcelain (OP) - Its fabric is often gray, has a crystalline body, porcelain-like characteristics when viewed in cross-section; used for tableware ranging from plain, heavy-bodied vessels
to the thin-walled, delicately molded pieces.
Stoneware -Fired at higher temperatures, thus vitrified; varies from buff to brown-black; EuroAmerican potters commonly applied a salt glaze on the exterior and a slip on the interior; used for
large and small shipping and storage vessels. Earthenware stoneware normally needs to be glazed to
be able to hold liquids, while unglazed cannot, for they are porous or water-permeable.
Porcelain - hard, dense, white, translucent ceramic material that appears granular in crosssection. This is a high-fired ceramic type that evolved out of the stoneware, a tradition in China.
Other Group - Items that were nondescript as to their original function and also relatively
rare and of this group totaled 14 items of metals, wood and charcoal, rubber, leather, sandstone and
of asbestos mineral. The plastic cigarette lighter (Fig. 254) found however, was better placed in the
Personal Group, while the Melamac (320-292 and 320-292) 1960s dinnerware w/blue pattern dish rim
fragments were placed in the Kitchen Group.
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I. PREHISTORIC ARTIFACTS

Figure 168. Prehistoric Basaltic Flakes (2) were collected from the Feature
2 trench with brick scatter Specimen 320-273 (left) was collected from Unit
3N3E; 320-612 from Unit 3N1E. Photos by author.

Figure 169. Property owner Mike
Hamilton points up the Acorn Hollow
seasonal wash to where the Indian
milling stones were found (see below
Fig. 170). He explained, “Every year
the bank gets worn away and more
show up.” Photos taken on December
8, 2001.

Figure 170. Milling tools found along the
adjacent drainage. These water worn
relics were observed and photographed
by the site on the north bank in 2001.
The Sony tape recorder is
4 1/2” in length.
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I. PREHISTORIC ARTIFACTS

O

f the four prehistoric specimens cataloged from the Hi Good site (See Fig. 168 opposite),
three were found in the cabin chimney “brick scatter” trench (Feature 2). Do we interpret
the data that the cabin was built atop an Indian site? The archaeological data did not support
such. The smoother and rounded milling or grinding stone (320-408) was found lodged in the near
center of Unit 3N1E (See Figures 337 & 339 with “x” that signifies this milling stone, pages 458-459).
Its placement in situ is a little less than three feet west of the purported chimney’s base or floor. Due
to the general scattering of prehistoric remains observed in the hollow, it seems conceivable that the
round milling stones were originally collected for the purpose of building a “cobble stone hearth.”
In 1923 Simeon Moak published one of the earliest sources inclusive of Hi Good and titled, The Last of
the Mill Creeks. Moak (1923:32) described a “cobble stone hearth” inside Good’s cabin. Moak (1923:32)
wrote:
The Indian [Ned] knew Good had money buried and as soon as Good was
gone he began hunting for it. In his efforts to find it he tore up the cobble stone hearth
in front of the fireplace and dug several places where he thought it might be. He tore
up some of the wood floor. When Good returned on the 29th of April, he determined
immediately from the condition of the house what had been going on. The Indian had
taken the ashes from the fireplace and given the hearth and floor a good scrubbing.
“What has been going on here, Ned?” asked Good.
December 8, 2001 was the author’s first visit to the “Hi Good,” as the locals refer to the flat of
land in Section 21. The author observed and photographed the milling tools. Property owner Mike
Hamilton took the author to the site that day, and directed this author only a few yards up the Acorn
Hollow seasonal wash to the few artifacts (See Figure 170) exposed along the graveled and clay north
bank Mike Hamilton explained, “Every year the bank gets worn away and more show up.”
The author also surveyed up the dry and rocky seasonal wash with Dr. Eric Ritter and others
on April 10, 2003. Flaked stones of basalt are all along this drainage.
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Bottles and Glass
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B.
C.
D.
E.

Kitchen Group
Personal Group
Architectural Group
Industrial Group
Other Group
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Bottles and Glass

Figure 171.
Fourteen of the whole bottles collected from the Hi Good Cabin site. Two of the three
smaller bottles in the foreground (left to right) were determined to be time-makers. To
the right of the clear glass jar (lower left) is 320-281, a “1935” tablets & salts type bottle,
This amber glass beer bottle, laying horizontally 320-398 is“194.’ It is an Owens-Illinois
Glass Company bottle and is missing its paper label.
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Bottles found

1 - Whole miniature bottle
1 -Partial Lash’s Bitters bottle (1885)
1 -Partial stoneware ink bottle

Found in Rd Seg. #3
1- Partial amethyst bottle
(320-538) w/ probably lead
seal on lip (“pre-1920)*

6N2E E1/2

Road Seg. #4
1- Whole animal
vaccination bottle
(1959)

Bottles found
1 -Whole Alka Seltzer (1937)
9 -partial bottles
4N10E
Bottles found
4 -partial
3N1E 3N2E 3N3E

SW
Quadrant
1- Partial clear glass
prescription bottle

Bottles Found (None) 2S12E

From 4N10E 			
From 3N1E			
1 -Part. clear glass bottle		
1 - Part. clear glass jar		
2 -Part. aquamarine dish		
2 - Part. clear glass bottle
3 -Part. deep-greenish aqua
3 - Part. aqua glass bottle
4 -Part. olive amber glass		
4 - Part. amethyst glass jar		
				
					
From 6N2E E1/2			
From 3N2E			
1 -Partial Lash’s Bitters bottle
1-Part. light-aqua med.elixirs
2 - Whole miniature (amber)
2-Part- amber glass bottle
1 -Partial stoneware ink bottle					
From 2S12E			
From 3N3E			
(None)				
1 -Part. white glass jar
				
2 -Whole Alka Seltzer bottle
				
3- Part. clear glass bottle

Map: “Forty-seven whole and/or partial
glass bottles/ containers recovered at
CA-TEH-2105H site, 2003 - 2004”
Figure 172.

From Feature 1 (Depression)
0-48” _____________________
1-Whole animal vaccine (1963)
1-Whole clear glass jar
1 Clear glass base embossed “ 3”
1-W. Roma Wine green ca. 1957
1-Whole clear glass honey jar
1- W. Hiram Walker amber bottle
5 -Beer or soda cans (ca. 1935)
1- Liquor clear glass bottle (1941)
1- Coca-Cola aqua frag. (1941)
1- W. Roma Wine green (1941)
3- W. liquor clear bottles (all 1940)
1- Whole tablets & salts (1935)
2 -Freeblown bottle lip fragments?
aqua & clear glass (pre-1913?)
72-84” —————————
1-Whole animal vaccine (1951)
2-Whole & partial clear glass
spirits (Christian Brothers?)
1-Part. clear turn mold jar frags.
1-Clear glass base frag. (1941)
1-Amber glass base “A & 4” frag.
1-W. clear glass liquor 1 qt. (1940)
84-90”______________________
1-Whole liq. clear Schenley (1941)
1-Whole amber Duraglas (1947)
1-Partial clear Garret (1919-1950)
From Quadrants
NW
(None)
NE
1 - Partial amethyst glass bottle (NE)
collected from “cabin flat area”
SW
1- Partial clear glass prescription bottle
SE
(None)
From Road Segments
Rd Seg. #1
(None)
Rd Seg. #2
(None)
Rd Seg. #3
1- Part. amethyst bottle with lead lip
*If aluminum, period would be 1914 -1917
Rd Seg. #4
1- Whole animal vaccination bottle(1959)

Figure 173. Richard Burrill and Wayne Jobe working at unit 4N10E on 2/28/2004.

INTRODUCTION
The order provided herein for describing and interpreting the bottles and glass recovered at
CA-TEH-2105H follows the excavated units’ oldest to most recent temporal ranking. Thereby we begin
with unit 4N10E and end with the Feature 1 “Depression” descriptions and interpretations.
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Bottles and Glass Interpretations of Unit 4N10E
#1 One clear glass opalized bottle of unidentified content was found in Unit 4N10E.
Seven, all different and all possible partial glass “vessels” (containers) have been recovered from
Unit 4N10E. Their vintage by appearance and associations suggest that they could date as far back
as the Civil War period. The glass fragments all possess opalescence. They also come from the same
unit from where the .44 Henry Flat spent cartridges, and four Civil War era one or two piece metal
buttons were recovered as well. The unit’s percentage of cut nails versus wire nails was 96.5%. Yet, on
their own accord, there is not enough about any of them that makes their purported age and contents
conclusive. The first of the seven speculative finds is one small clear glass bottle (Fig. 174 below left)
that probably stood no more than 3 inches tall. This is surmised by four of its rim fragments, which,
when pieced together, provide the scanty fact that the bottle’s mouth is 1 1/2” in diameter. The neck
and shoulders of the bottle mouth’s rims suggest that the body of the bottle tapers fairly straight (See
bottom portion of same Fig. 174 drawing).
#2 One clear glass opalized bottle with embossed lettering was recovered in Unit 4N10E.
The second object introduced is Figure 175 (below right). Clearly visible are its embossed letters,
“Co” for “Company”? Its lettering could be indicative of a patent medicine bottle (Adkison 2002:1.14).
There was also found a second similar flat and opalized fragment (320-111). But this smaller fragment
is plain, without lettering.

320-121

320-115
320-113

1 1/2 “

320-122

bottle’s rim

neck

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 174. The four clear glass and
opalized rim fragments (above) form a
bottle mouth opening of 1 1/2 inches.
Also, the neck and shoulder slope of this
bottle tapers down gradually, as illustrated
above.

ENLARGED 200%
Figure 175. This specimen 320-107 of clear and
opalized glass has the letters “Co”embossed
on it. This fragment was found in Unit 4N10E
and may come from an old patent medicine
bottle.
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Unit 4N10E
#3 That an early glass lamp chimney may have been recovered is suggested by specimens
320-133 (see below Fig. 176) and 320-132 (Fig. 177).
320-133 consists of 54 egg-shell thin and curved, clear glass, opalized fragments. They are
all seamless and of the texture for lamp chimney glass (See Fig. 297 of a “hurricane” style oil lamp
chimney for a pre-1850 oil lamp vintage). The shape of the 320-132 fragments suggest they are the
end products of a glass-maker’s crimping technique. Best guess is that they were heat crimped and
adhered (during the hot glass process) to the base portion of an oil or kerosene lamp.

ENLARGED 200%
Figure 176. Specimen 320-133 consists of 54
clear opalized, curved glass fragments. They could
be of lamp chimney glass fragments from an oil
or kerosene lamp popular until the advent of the
incandescent (electricity) lamp.

Figure 177. 320-132 Possibly dents or flutes
impressed (called “crimping”) adhered onto the
base of an oil lamp’s base. These three, clear
glass, scalloped fragments were also found in
Unit 4N10E.

#4 Mystery glass object with “five toes”design is 320-135 also found in Unit 4N10E.
320-135 (Fig. 178a) is an unusual
glass piece with decoration.
This glass fragment is very
thick, opalized, and partly
melted. The faint design on its
one side looks like “five toes.”
What this fragment originally
was remains unidentified. It
was cataloged with four other
melted fragments, of which
only one of these is somewhat
like this one, only one-tenth its
size.

REDUCED 50%
of ACTUAL SIZE
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Figure 178b. 320-135
was found at 0-6” in
Unit 4N10E.

Unit 4N10E
320-118

320-120

320-509
320-130

320-130
320-137

Figure 179b.
Photo of a 19th century acquamarine
glass vase that stood 7” tall. Reprinted
from Comstock (1958: Plate 114).

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 179a.

#5 One aquamarine decorative glass vessel assigned to Unit 4N10E.

The seven aquamarine colored, opalized glass fragments (Fig. 179a) from Unit 4N10E appear to be similar to the Plate 114 photo (above right, Fig. 179b) found by this researcher in Helen
Comstock’s 1958 Concise Encyclopedia of American Antiques Vol. 1. Comstock’s Plate 114 caption reads,
“Aquamarine vase, South Jersey type, early -nineteenth century; lily pad decoration, solid applied
handles with crimped ends, crimped circular foot. Ht. 7.” Compelling is that this pictured vase is also
of aquamarine colored glass and possesses the same “Lily pad” motif. However, Bottles and glass
expert Randy Taylor of Chico, believes that it remains most unlikely that a South Jersey glass vessel
would have found its way here to northern California.
Maybe the aquamarine glass uncovered was of a candy dish? The fragments original use remains
unresolved. Their catalog numbers are: 320-120 (“fleur-de-lis” motif); 320-118 (with two impressions);
320-130 (3 fragments); 320-137 (l fragment); and 320-509 (1 fragment and found in adjacent Road Segment #2).
Lastly, it deserves to be said that their dainty, colorful and more feminine persuasion are incongruous to the mostly male oriented items found in this unit (see Feature 6 interpretations on pages
493-502).
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#6 One deep greenish aqua glass bottle of unidentified content from Unit 4N10E
				
		
These two thick aqua glass and opalized fragments (320-123 and 320-125 illustrated in Fig. 181)
have led more than one person to conjecture that maybe they are early Coca-Cola bottle fragments. It
was in 1915 when the “first standardized Coca-Cola bottle” was manufactured (Adkison 2002:1.18).
But, while these early Coca-Cola bottles were admittedly thicker than modern Coca-Cola bottles, the
two fragments under discussion give the sense of being considerably older.
Historically the color aqua is considered for “general, versatile use” (Adkison 2002:1.23). This
does not provide enough specifics. Bill Lindsey’s 2006 BLM web site <(http://www.sha.org/bottle/
Typing/> is also sparse about aqua glass uses. His description in the “Bottle/Glass Color” (p. 6 of
16) section reads,
Aqua is a very common color in all types of American made bottles that date prior
to the 1920s back at least to the early 19th century.
Ponderings about Early Pickle Jars. Neither are the two specimens in question Ball Company
Perfect Mason jar fragments.
But what is this about pickle jars?
The same place in the BLM web site also shows a picture of a “Gothic” or “cathedral” style
pickle bottle (ca. 1870-1880), and, furthermore, describes how that particular aqua color was a “deep
greenish aqua.” Yes, the two fragments do have that “Gothic feel” to them and possess that deep
greenish tinge. Hence, “deep greenish aqua” is now their assigned color. For now, their bottle contents
remains unidentified.
Four additional specimens of aqua glass were collected from Unit 4N10E. They do not appear to be associated with the two above specimens based on color and relative thicknesses. They are
specimens 320-116 (1-rim fragment) and 320-131 (3-curved fragments).

75% OF ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 180. 320-123 and 320-125 possess a “deep greenish” aqua glass
color, characteristic of the early pickle jar. Or have we possibly an early
Coca-Cola bottle of thick, solarized aqua glass?
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#7 One olive amber glass bottle, probably pre-1890, and whose content remains unidentified
is from Unit 4N10E.
A total of 16 opalized and “amber” glass fragments were recovered from the immediate area of
which 10 (62.5%) are “olive amber” in color which suggests a“pre-1890”cut off when manufactured.
Adkison (2002:1.2) reports that “amber” glass use began as early as “1873.”The “pre-1890”time window
is affirmed by Lindsey, with his comprehensive BLM “Bottles” web site data base <(http://www.sha.
org/bottle/Typing/> , reported that,
“Olive amber is a very uncommon color in any type bottle after about 1890
and almost unknown after about 1900.”
Content unresolved - None of the fragments were diagnostic enough to reveal the bottle’s
original contents. “Brown or amber” glass has a tradition of “alcoholic beverages and general items”
content (Adkison 2002:1.22). “Dark olive-green glass” was used for Bordeaux champagne (Adkison
2002:1.15).
Two of the 16 fragments are “flat” and two are
“curved.” 11 are described by the generic as simply
“fragments.” Lastly, there is one amber glass fragment
that came from the “neck” of a bottle (320-514), and it is
of the “darker” olive amber color (See Fig. 181), which
translates “pre-1890. ” 320-514 and specimen 320-513 were
recovered from Road Segment #2, which is adjacent or
contiguous to Unit 4N10E, and therefore, at least 10 of
the 16 fragments likely are of the same bottle.
The eight specimen numbers for the 16 fragments
are: 320-108, 320-109, 320-110, 320-124, 320-128 (3 fragments), 320-136 (7 fragments), 320-513 and 320-514.

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 181. Specimen 320-514 is a bottle
“neck” fragment of the darker amber
glass called “olive amber,” which is probably from a bottle, “pre-1890.” It was
recovered in the vicinity of Unit 4N10E.
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Bottles and Glass Interpretations of Unit 6N2E E1/2
#1 One partial bottle of dark/thick amber glass with brand name, Lash’s Kidney and Liver
Bitters Cathartic and Blood Purifier, was recovered from Unit 6N2E E 1/2, It is dated 1902
-1905..

B

ased on the archaeological record, most of the Lash’s
Bitters bottle fragments were recovered, involving
some 120 amber glass fragments (See site Catalog
on the CD). The finalized span of years for this particular
Lash’s bottle has been narrowed to 1902 -1905 (Toulouse
1969b:520). It was bottles’ authority Mr. Randy Taylor of
Chico who helped make this final determination. Taylor
has been a Lash’s Bitters bottle collector. He noticed on
the base fragment (See Fig. 183b below) that the clearly
discernible “CGW” embossed letters were off center. He
asked this researcher to look again at the base, stating that
“The letter ‘P’ should be there, only it is probably very
faint.” He was correct! PCGW stands for Pacific Coast Glass
Company. The Lash’s bottle’s history began in 1883 (See
below “History”). Mr. Taylor also pointed out that, “This
particular lettering was first embossed in its inset panels
first ca. 1884 -1893. This is confirmed by Wilson and Wilson
(1969:44). He added, “Your Lash’s bottle fragments are of
the later, 1894 through 1905 style whereby the same words
were embossed on a bottle of which all its sides were flat.”
This distinction is also described in Wilson and Wilson
(1969:44).

Figures 182 a & b.
This bottle is 9.1” tall.2 mold
bottle w/tooled tapered collar
Pacific Coast Glass Works in
PCGW San Francisco (Toulouse
1969b:520;3 Wilson and Wilson
1969:44)

50% Actual size
Figure 183a. The square base fragment (320-031) is
approx. 2 1/4” x 2 1/4” The letter “P” of “PCGW” is
barely discernible. There is also a “3,” probably a mold
code. One smaller base fragment (320-039) was also
recovered, as illustrated below (Fig. 184b).

P

?

Actual size

Figure 183b. Dark/thick amber glass
base fragment (320-039) also
collected from Unit 6N2E E1/2.
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Solving the Jigsaw Puzzle
Also recovered were fifteen amber glass fragments also embossed with text. In the
beginning they made for a curious jigsaw puzzle to solve:

		

“CAT_A” BLO” “RIFIER” “KI” “AN” and “ASH’”

[Notice that the last listed text above included an apostrophe (‘) after the “H.”]

Step one. Conversational remarks at the site on the same day when the several text
fragments were recovered, led to the hypothesis that “BLO” and “RIFIER” was “BLOOD
PURIFIER.” But what was the name of the early business that sold blood purifier bottles?
And who were its owners?
Step two. A casual search of Kovels’ Bottles Price List 13th edition listed a
“Dr. Miles’ Blood Purifier” bottle. One cross reference under “Cure” reads that related bottles
may be found in the “Medicine” and “Bitters” categories.
There under the “Bitters” heading, were found listed three “amber glass” Bitters bottles
called “Lash’s.” Added facts were that apparently the bitters bottle contents worked as a
“Natural Tonic Laxative.” The adjective “square” was given. And “9 1/2” was given. Thus,
the mystery about the apostrophe of “ASH’” found resolution. Ash’s was the proper name,
“Lash’s”! “Square” matched the base fragments found. “9 1/2” was a slightly taller bottle
height listing.

I

History of Lash’s Bitters Bottles

n the tumultuous City of San Francisco in 1883, Mr. Tito Lash and Mr. John Spieker came
together as business partners. They set out to manufacture proprietary medicines,
namely, various bitters and Homer’s Ginger Brandy (Fike 1987:37). Significantly, Fike
added,
Lash’s Bitters were introduced in 1884. Lash, bought out by Spieker ca. 1890,
produced Dr. Webb’s and Webb’s Stag Bitters until prohibition. Spieker died in
1914 and was succeeded by his wife (Ring 1980; Wilson and Wilson 1969).

What are Bitters? Bottled in Amber Glass?

Bitters were traditionally sold as “medicine.” Clever salesmen would add some
herbs to the gin. For collectors of “Bitters” bottles, the word “bitters” must be embossed on the glass. Most date from 1862, the year of the Revenue Act tax on liquor,
until 1906, the year the Food and Drugs Act placed restrictions on the sale of bitters
as a medicinal cure. Over 1,000 types are known (Kovel and Kovel 2006:26).
Bottled in amber glass? - Archaeologist Vicki Adkison (2002:1.13) wrote:
		
”Regarding drugstore bottles (‘ethical medicines’) colors might be amber
and sometimes green or blue, but clear was the dominant glass in this type.” (Underscore author’s)
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Additional findings: From Wilson and Wilson (1969:44), the years of operation for the
San Francisco based Pacific Coast Glass Company, located at 116 Second Street, was 1894 to
1924. In 1902, the company had named changed to Pacific Coast Glass Works (PCCW). In 1924
the named changed to “Company” (Toulouse 1969b:520). From 1894 through 1905, the Lash’s
Bitters bottle’s lettering was embossed on the bottle “with all sides flat.” Hence, this provides
the span of years for the particular Lash’s Bitters bottle found as being 1902 - 1905. About the
Lash’s Bitters bottles, Wilson and Wilson (1969:44) added that they were, “Actually made in
several molds and distributed in many areas of the U.S. from 1894 through 1905. Pale orange
amber. Tooled top.”
Figure 184. This was the text
for Lash’s Bitters bottle manufactured ca. 1884-1905. The
above “double forward-slashes
to the right” signified where the
text ended on one side panel
and continued on the opposite
site panel.

Both Richard Fike’s (1987:37-38) and Wilson and Wilson (1969:44) included the text
that was embossed on the Lash’s Bitters bottle opposing sides “ca. 1884 to 1905.”
Reprinted (below left, Fig. 186a) is a 1910-1912 Lash’s Bitters bottle (Wilson and Wilson
1969:44) from BLM (2006) “Bottle Typing/Shapes” web site, page 4 of 22 . Figure 185b outline
drawing showing all sides flat.. The vintage Lash’s Bitters paper label (below right, Fig. 185c)
that appeared 1894 through 1905, reprinted from Wilson and Wilson (1969:45).

Figure 185a.

Figure 185b.
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Figure 185c.

Unit 6N2E E1/2
Where Sixteen of the Seventeen Jigsaw Puzzle Pieces Fit
(See Figures 186 and 187)

Specimen 		
Number
Description
320-009
2 embossed fragments of which one is the lower part of the “H”
			
in LASH’S and the other is the lower half of “PURIFIER”
320-010
			

5 embossed fragments of which: 1 is “_ND BLOOD, 3 contribute
to the spelling of “LASH’S, and 1 is upper half of PURIFIER”

320-011
			
			
			

8 embossed lettering fragments of which 5 are of the “dark/thick 		
amber glass with broken text =CAT, KI, AN, broken TTE and IL;
while 3 embossed fragments of the light amber color/flat/ thin”
type = “I’ and “i” and “HAI”.

320-031
			
			
			

1 bottle base fragment w/PCGW [Campbell Glass Works, 1885]
was assigned as the base of the Lash’s Bitters bottle found. Also,
specimen 320-039 base fragment recovered is invariably a smaller
piece of this same base.

320-046
			

1 embossed fragment, which remains undecipherable/
undetermined as to its placement.

Amber Glass Colors Are a Function of Their Thickness

Amber glass types. At first, the unit’s data appeared to be a mix of two distinct kinds of
amber glass.* Regarding only the amber glass collected from Unit 6N2E E1/2, 89.1% (107/120)
were “dark/thick” amber glass (which is the name used in this discussion) and 10.8% (13/120)
were of the second type herein named “Light/flat/thin” amber glass. “Light” describes a color
that is a shade of honey or of gold color. It was also believed originally that only the “dark/
thick” amber glass was the one material of the Lash’s Bitters bottle found.
Conclusion reached: For earlier made, pre-1920 bottles, believing that a certain color
could be assigned to them is untrue. Simply put, color is largely a function of glass thickness
for these pre-1920 automatic bottle machine bottles.
Amber shade used for beer and vaccination bottles. Lindsay (2006:12) of the BLM’s
web site, “Bottles/glass colors” section, explains that it wasn’t until the modern automatic
bottle machine beginning in 1920 to the present that, especially with beer bottles, that the
amber shade remains a common uniform color throughout all parts of the bottle.

________
*There was a third category of amber glass called “medium.” But is not included here. Specimen 320-564

contains five “medium [colored] amber” fragments. They are indistinguishable from the “dark/thick” amber, only
they are flat.
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Two parts of the “L”
were also placed in
their original places

Figure 186. Ten amber glass fragments (320, 009, 320-010) embossed with text were recovered from Unit 6N2E
E 1/2. The above range in colors of the respective embossed fragments demonstrates that for the earlier made,
pre-1920 bottles anyway, the color of amber glass is a function of glass thickness.
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Figure 187. Five dark/thick amber glass fragments (320-010) embossed with text
recovered from Unit 6N2E E 1/2.
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#2 One Miniature Perfume bottle from Unit 6N2E E1/2
Specimen		
Horizontal
Number		
Provenience		
Depth		
320-027		
6N2E E1/2		
0-6”		
								
								
								

Description
Miniature perfume bottle 			
amber colored glass, opalized
Length 1” width 1/2” wide 1/8”
(See Fig. 188 below)

Figure 189. Illustrated above is another style of early miniature perfumer.
Photo permission courtesy of Diane
Ayers, owner of Chico’s Fifth Generation Antiques, 10/23/2007.

Figure 188.

Two response letters to queries were received, and are reprinted below:
LETTER #1
Dear Richard,							
9/16/2006
Re: Miniature Glass Bottle

Yo u r l e t t e r a b o u t t h e v e r y s m a l l b o t t l e f i n a l l y m a d e i t s w a y t o u s h e re i n
Oklahoma City. My first thought is that it is the exact size a lady might have carried in her handbag,
containing either cologne, fragrant salts or smelling salts. Sometimes, a lady would dab some of
the fragrant contents on her handkerchief and hold it over her nose, especially when necessary to
freshen the air around her or perhaps passing through the masses of the unwashed. If you found
the bottle in an old cistern, it would almost confirm it was used for masking scent.
These small bottles generally came in a case of some kind, either with a snap or drawstring.
They were used by ladies through the end of the 1800s. Rich ladies used fancy bottles which were
bejeweled and enameled, but plain-looking ones make sense in a farming area and the wild west.
The top of your bottle doesn’t appear to lend itself to anything medicinal.
This is only a guess on my part after many years in the antique business. May I suggest you contact
a member of the Federation of Historical Bottle Collectors. Richard Siri, PO Box 2818, Santa Rosa
CA 95402 may be able to get you to the right person. It is a HUGE organization. Their web site is
http.fohbe.coom/
Regards,
Sandy Jones
Editor, Midwest Miniature Bottle Collectors/MMBC,
Oklahoma City, OK
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LETTER #2

Dear Kovels Subscriber:						
8/9/2006
Re: Miniature Glass Bottle
What an interesting project you have undertaken! As for the tiny novelty bottle —glass makers often
did this type of thing for fun. Good luck.
Ralph and Terry Kovel
Co-authors of Kovels’ Bottles Price List 13th Edition.
Beachwood, Ohio.
[Note: Remarks received handwritten on edge of Kovels on Antiques and
Collectibles stationery.]

#3 One partial stoneware bottle is from Unit 6N2E E1/2

Specimen		
Horizontal
Number		
Provenience		
Depth		
320-001		
6N2E E1/2		
0-6”		
								

Description
Stoneware lip fragments(3)
(See Personal Group section)

Miscellaneous Glass Observations
• Sixteen clear glass fragments and one aqua window pane glass fragment found in Unit
6N2E E 1/2 are listed below. Other than noting their presence, no contextual remarks can be
made about them.
Specimen		
Number		
320-049		
320-050		
320-051		
320-052		
320-577		

Horizontal
Provenience		
6N2E E 1/2		
6N2E E 1/2		
6N2E E 1/2		
6N2E E 1/2		
6N2E E 1/2		

Depth		
0-6”		
0-6”		
0-6”		
0-6”		
6-12”		

320-048		
6N2E E 1/2		
0-6”		
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Description
Clear glass thin curved (1)
Clear bottle glass fragments (11)
Clear glass thick fragments (2)
Clear glass bottle body frag. (1)
Clear frosted glass rim frag. (1)
Aqua window pane glass frag. (1)
( See Architectural/Structural/		
Construction).

Bottles and Glass Interpretations of Unit 3N1E
#1 One partial clear glass jar, with pressure lid type, 2 1/2” diameter wide- mouth opening,, Unit 3N1E.
Three clear glass rim fragments (320-601 and 320-602) were diagnostic enough to determine that they form a wide-mouth vessel or jar. As for curved “jar” body fragments, eight
considerably thicker fragments, found in the 320-597 specimen baggie (with 56 total curved
fragments) are probably from this jar. While the three rim fragments appear non- opalescent,
suggesting that this pressure lid type jar is not very old, the eight thicker glass curved fragments are somewhat opalized and solarized (Fig. 190). In view of the fact that this unit, 3N1E,
had 59.6% cut nails recovered, this bottle could well be ca. 1900.

320-601
Three rim fragments recovered

320-602

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 190.
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#2 One partial clear glass bottle, with approx. 1 1/2” diameter base is also from Unit 3N1E.
This clear and opalized base fragment (320-608) has one seam around its perimeter.
There was also one seam lines found among the 48 of 56 very thin opalized and curved bottle
body fragments (320-597) that probably came from this smaller bottle. This bottle probably
was about 3 inches tall, since its base diameter was about 1 1/2 inches. It is probably a “semiautomatic machine made bottle, common between “1880-1913” (Adkison 2002:1.1.).

Seam line that went
around the perimeter of
the bottle’s base
1 1/2”

Bottom
“Curved” body fragment
of this small protrudes
downward and outward

ACTUAL SIZE

Figure 191. Clear and opalized glass bottle base fragment (320-608)

#3 One partial aqua glass bottle is from Unit 3N1E.
Aqua glass was popular during 1880 to 1920 (Adkison 2002:1.22-1.23). This aqua glass, opalized fragment (320-605) is a partial “neck” piece or a “lip and collar” piece (if turned upside
down) possibly from a patent medicine bottle.
ACTUAL SIZE
The shape of the fragment in question resembles the “Flat or Patent” bottle finish type
(Fig. 193) illustrated in Adkison (2002:1.9).
The specimen is also curved or rounded on
its “inside” facing side.
Fragment 320-605 is one of seven total
aqua-colored glass fragments recovered from
Unit 3N1E; although the other six (320-595)
are not nearly as opalized.
		

Figure 192.
320-605
from Unit 3N1E.
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Figure 193.
drawn from Adkison
(2002:1.9)

Unit 3N1E
#4 One amethyst-colored glass jar, with mouth diameter of 3 1/4,” is assigned from 3N1E.

From Unit 3N1E, a count of 63 total “pre 1920”amethyst glass fragments were recovered (320614 and 320-596). Ten of these were rim fragments (320-614) that, when placed together, indicate a
wide-mouth vessel or jar (with 3 1/4” diameter). Vertical seam lines on two of these rim fragments
clearly stop below the lip (See Fig. 194 below). One variety of a three part mold included a seam running up the neck, stopping below the lip, from a horizontal seam at the widest part of the shoulder,
called a Shoulder-Hinged Mold of the Three Part Mold process. This type was popular” ca. 1821 -1910”
(Adkison 2002:1.5).

Seam line on opposite side

ACTUAL SIZE

This vertical seam line
clearly stops
below the lip

Figure 194.

Figure 195. This amethyst glass curved bottle fragment from Unit
3N1E, possesses a seam line, which, based on the feel of its curve,
appears to be a “horizontal” seam line rather than a vertical seam
line that went around the shoulder of a vessel made by the Three
Part Mold type (Adkison 2002:1.5). This is the only one of the 52
“curved” fragments (320-596) that clearly has the predicted seam
on it.
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#5 One partial amethyst bottle from the NE site quadrant.

NE QUADRANT
& Unit 3N1E

Nineteen amethyst fragments, including one thick bottle base fragment (320-465) were found
(see below Fig. 196 ). Several of the nineteen were reported found during metal detector sweeps in
the “cabin flat area.” This means that some of these NE fragments (in the Catalog) could be parts of
the amethyst jar described above on page 338. Many of them, such as the base fragment (See Fig. 196
below), are thick and opalized and give the notion of being an old bottle rather than a food jar. Indeed,
one other fragment (320-461) is a curved bottle neck fragment.

Figure 196.The diameter of this
amethyst-colored “base” fragment
(320-465) is 2 1/2”

REDUCED 50%
OF ACTUAL SIZE
Because a seam is discernible
(at its two widest ends) that goes
around its perimeter, it could be a
third of a Three Part Mold, which
dates ca. 1821-1910 (Adkison
2002:1.5).
The one small rough circular
scar on this bottle base is “off center,” which discounts it from being
a pontil mark.

Miscellaneous Glass Fragment Finds from 3N1E
320-603 		
3N1E			
0-6”		
								
								

One clear glass opalized tiny (5/16”)
bottle base “corner” fragment. This
one stands alone.

320-603 		
3N1E			
0-6”		
								
								

One cobalt blue glass fragment.
This is the only one of its color found
at the site.

Comments: The BLM’s Bottle Typing/”Typologies” web site (Lindsey 2006) reported about the color “blue,” that
“Though not a common color when compared to aqua, amber, and the greens, cobalt and sapphire blue can be
found to some degree in virtually any type of bottle from inks to figured flasks to beer bottles to even occasional
food bottles (“Bottle/Glass Colors” section, p. 14). The span of years for the blue-colored, Bromo-Seltzer Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore, MD, bottles is relatively recent, 1890 - 1930.
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Figure 197.Shasta College archaeology class students are digging
at the CA-TEH-2105H Hi Good Cabin site on Saturday, 2/28/2004.
Exposed in the foreground is Unit 3N3E, the most easterly unit of
Feature 2 “Brick Scatter.” This trench was purposefully excavated
in the general cabin flat area.. Photo by author.
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Bottles and Glass Interpretations
of Units 3N2E, 3N3E

#1 One partial light-aqua colored glass bottle, of the medicinal elixirs type, Unit 3N2E.
Specimen 320-070 contains two light aqua colored glass “indented” side panel fragments
(Fig. 198) that were recovered from Unit 3N2E. Largely because they lack embossed lettering,
they appear to be more of the early medicinal elixirs bottle type, as illustrated in Figure 200 .
The major problem for saying much more about this bottle, is the lack of associated fragments
found. Only four other aqua glass fragments came from this same unit, namely specimens
320-067 and 320-075. The one small aqua glass fragment, 320-076, also appears to be a small
side panel piece. However, it is much more opalized than the other (320-070) two side panel
fragments. It could be a fragment to a different bottle. Specimen 320-075 contains three of the
tiniest aqua glass fragments. They, too, appear more opalized. One of them is flat.
75% ACTUAL SIZE

		
Figure 198. Two aqua glass
indented side panel fragments (320-070)

Specimen		
Number		
320-215 		

Horizontal
Provenience		
3N2E			

Figure 199. “Medicinal
elixirs, syrups, nerviness,
specifics, etc.” Reprinted
from Adkison (2002:1.14).

Depth		
0-6”		

Description
cork bottle stopper fragment (1)

Lastly, one cork bottle fragment (320-215) was also found in Unit 3N2E, and at the
same Level 1( 0-6”), as the partial medicinal or elixirs bottle recovered. Adkison (2002:1:13)
affirms that, “Patent medicines . . . had cork closures,” as well as “commonly [being] rectangular or cylindrical.” Corks invariably were used for elixir bottles as well. It is surmised
that this cork bottle material served as the stopper for the same partial medicinal/elixirs
bottle found.
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#2 One partial amber glass bottle was recovered from Unit 3N2E.
Fifteen amber glass, opalized, fragments were found strewn in the Feature 2 trench. Six
fragments were found in Unit 3N1E, five in Unit 3N2E, and six fragments in Unit 3N3E. The most
diagnostic fragment amongst them was specimen 320-076, with bottle “lip, collar, and neck” features (See below Figures 200 and 201).

ACTUAL SIZE

		

Figure 200.

Figure 201.

Fragment 320-076 also possessed just enough of the original bottle’s rounded collar band to
determine the bottle’s original mouth diameter, a little less than 1 1/2 inches.
BLM’s “Bottle Typing (“Typology”) web site: <http://www.sha.org/bottle/Typing/>
Reported about amber glass bottles( in Bottle/Glass Colors, pp. 11-12) was that:
“Since amber colors [various shades] were used or an extensive time period [19th
through mid-20th centuries] in most types of bottles, there is little dating or typing
utility to the color.”
Keeping with the one (320-076) “Lip/collar/neck” and opalized fragment, only six (of the
fifteen total amber glass fragments collected from Feature 2) are opalized and appear to be clearly
associated parts from the same early bottle: two (320-104 and 320-105) from Unit 3N2E, three (320262) from Unit 3N3E, and one (320-600) from Unit 3N1E.
Eight of the fifteen amber glass fragments are interpreted as more of the dark/thick type of
amber glass similar to the Lash’s Bitters bottle.
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Bottles and Glass Interpretations of Unit 3N3E
#1 One partial white glass ointment jar was recovered at the site from 3N3E.
Specimen		
Horizontal
Number		
Provenience		
Depth		
Description/Date
320-269		
3N3E			
0-6”
White glass “base” frag (1) “1870s-1920”
								
Diameter of jar mouth, 1 3/4”
								
Possible “2” and top half of 		
									
“A” (sideways) are embossed
								
320-270		
3N3E			
0-6”		
White glass “neck” fragment (1)
320-271		
3N3E			
0-6”		
White glass fragments (1)
									
[MISSING]
320-272		

3N3E			

0-6”		

White glass fragments (7)

Unit 3N3E was the only place where white glass was found. Ten “white glass” fragments
comprise the partial remains (about 1/3) of a possible cosmetics or toiletry jar. In addition to 320-269
and 320-270 (Fig. 202 below), the other specimen numbers for white glass are 320-271 and 320-272 .
Ceramics consultant Barbara Woodrum, suggested a “1920s ointment or some kind of face
cream.” White glass has been commonly called, “Milk-white” glass. A less common name is “Alabaster” glass.” Uses of “Milk glass,” according to Adkison (2002: 1.23) are “. . . medicines, cosmetic,
toiletry, food and specialty items.”

Figure 202. Illustrated are the two (of ten)
white glass fragments (320-269 and 320-270)
collected from Unit 3N3E.
This is potentially a hand ointment or Mentholatum jar. Its base diameter is
1 1/2.” On the underside of the base along
its perimeter appears to be embossed a “2”
and maybe the top part of the letter “A” (turned
sideways)?
1 1/2”
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White glass container -continuedJar size and embossing: The height of the white glass container remains undetermined.
Its base diameter is 1 1/2.” There appears to be a “2” and maybe the top part of the letter “A,”
embossed on its base.
How old is white glass? From Helen Compton [n. d.] Concise Encyclopedia of American
Antiques, Vol. 1, p. 170:
Milk Glass . . . was first made on a large commercial scale in the 1870s
and 1880s. There are some pieces with 1870 and 1872 patent dates but its greatest
popularity came in the last two decades of the century, and in fact, reproductions
of the most popular designs are still being turned out.
“Mentholatum jars in white milk-glass (2 x 1-5/8”) first appeared ca. 1900; used until
1952 and in 3-ounce size jar circa 1902 until 1952” (Adkison 2002: 1.15).
Lindsey (2006) reports that “The color [white] was most commonly used in cosmetic
and toiletry bottles (primarily from the 1870s to about 1920) and ointment/cream jars (1890s
to the mid-20th century.”
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#2 One whole, clear glass, 1937, Alka Seltzer tube bottle was found in 3N3E.
The date “1937” for specimen 320-216 has the support of two bottle experts: (1) Bill Lindsey
(2007) and (2) Bill Lockhart (2004). No published archival data existed that helped to affirm “1937” for
this bottle in question, until Bill Lockhart published article appeared and Bill Lindsey’s correspondence
was received across this author’s desk (See below).
(1) Bill Lindsey, writer of BLM’s Bottle (“Typology”) web site <http://blm.gov/historic_bottles/typing.htm> wrote in his memorandum letter, received post marked January 11, 2007, that, “The
Alka-Seltzer bottles are from 1935 and 1937.” Bill Lindsey also wrote, “ I know of no specialists on A-S
bottles alas.”
[Note: This author in late 2006 queried Bill Lindsey to help determine the dates for two A-S tube bottles:
one A-S bottle antique store purchased (with a one digit “5” on the right of the diamond logo) and specimen
320-216 recovered at the site (with a one digit “7” on the right of the diamond logo.]

(2) Bill Lockhart (2004:2) wrote:
The date on the bottles is most often identified by only a single digit for the last number of the
year. This sometimes causes confusion as one cannot always be certain whether a “7,” as in this case,
stands for 1937, 1947 or 1957. The last date was ruled out since the maker’s mark ended in 1954, and
was totally replaced by the new company logo by 1957.
About 1947, Bill Lockhart (2004:3) wrote, “Owens-Illinois continued the single-digit numeral/
period system until 1946, although the company began integrating a two-digit system as early as 1943.”
Lockhart ended with, “However, I have found few exceptions to the period rule. By 1947, the change
to double-digit date codes appears to have been completely adopted by all the plants.” (Underscore
author’s)

					
Alka-Seltzer tube bottle, 1937
Bottle base as embossed letters and
numbers:
					
A-S
12

Diamond O-I

7

22
Clear glass w/tin screw on cover
5 1/2” tall x 1 1/4” diameter
Paper label missing

ACTUAL SIZE

Figure 203.
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Unit 3N3E

4N3E

Rusted tin cap
and upper portion
of the Alka-Seltzer bottle in situ.
3N3E
3N2E

Figure 204. “Alka-Seltzer” artifact (320-216) was exposed by archaeologist John Brooks in unit 3N3E during
excavation work at the Hi Good Cabin site. It was found lodged amongst the red brick scatter of Feature 2, the
cabin/chimney location (see arrow above). The bottle’s disposition became a significant time-marker for 1937
or thereabouts, when the Hi Good cabin chimney collapsed. It appears that we have a classic case of “AlkaSeltzer to the rescue.”
John Brooks holds in his hand an old leather inner sole of composite leather for footwear, which he found
of a man’s size eleven or twelve (320-221). The leather inner sole was also found in Unit 3N3E.
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A-S Company History: The original Alka-Seltzer Company started in 1931, and was made by
the U.S. based Miles Laboratory (today the German Bayer Corporation owns the Alka-Seltzer brand.)
The original Alka-Seltzer was a remedy for hangover, indigestion, and headache. The contents are a
combination of aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid), baking soda (sodium bicarbonate) and citric acid. It was
provided in the form of large effervescent tablets, each about 1 inch (25 mm) in diameter.
The product was made available in both glass tubes with blue & white paper label ( Fig. 205)
and foil packets; the latter is the way the product is primarily provided today, with two tablets in each
packet (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alka-Seltzer).

Figure 205. Alka-Seltzer product with blue & white
paper label and tin screw thread blue cap.		

The year 1937, or a little later, was when the bottle was manufactured by the glass factory and
sold commercially, and, lastly, discarded by some unidentified person at the site or study area. At about
this same time frame, or perhaps a year later, the felled chimney bricks buried the bottle. One oral history interview, secured by this author from Norman Leininger of Vina (See Ch. 2 VII), helped affirm
the approximate time frame as well as correct location of the Hi Good Cabin (which he remembered
in his childhood was in “Acorn Hollow.” Norman thought he remembered a chimney being part of
the structure when he visited there in about 1932 with his younger brother Wesley.
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3N3E.

#3 One nondescript, clear glass and opalized bottle fragment is assigned to Unit

This is a difficult bottle to define, based on eighteen clear glass and opalized fragments in Unit
3N3E, with one fragment probably a rim piece (See Fig. 206); as well as one curved fragment (320-267)
with seam line. It was possible to determine that the vessel had a mouth diameter of approx. 2 1/4.”
Eight clear glass fragments from the adjacent unit, 3N2E, were also recovered. Some of these could

ENLARGED 200%
Figure 206. 320-265 probable rim fragment
with threads of a bottle with a mouth opening of approximately 2 1/4” diameter.		

be parts of this same clear glass bottle.

Miscellaneous Glass Observations
•Olive amber (4) and dark olive-green fragments(5) were found in the trench units of Feature 2. Other
than noting their presence, no contextual remarks can be made about them.
In review, the “olive amber” fragments are considered older, pre-1890 bottles (Lindsay 2006),
while the “dark olive-green” fragments are associated “usually” with the large 26oz,“post 1900”
champagne bottles (Adkison 2002:1.15).
• Aqua window pane glass fragments were noted as also recovered from the trench units, Feature 2.
These specimens are listed with Architectural/Structural/Construction materials.
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Bottles and Glass in Relation to the Site’s Quadrants
Regarding the 47 whole and partial glass “containers” found at the site, they were all found
in the NE quadrant, except for one partial glass bottle (Fig. 207 below) found in the SW quadrant
itself broken into two fragments( 320-472 and 320-473).
Another category of containers were several tin cans. The five beer cans collected from Feature
1 are listed at the back of the “Bottles and Glass” section of Feature 1. Also recovered from the SW
quadrant was 320-475. It is a nondescript, flask shaped metal container described and illustrated in
this report’s Kitchen Group section.
#1 One partial clear and opalized, patent medicine type bottle was recovered in the SW quadrant
close to the datum and in the close proximity of the cabin flat area.
Figure 208 is a rough sketch of what this early
bottle originally looked like. These two clear glass, very
opalized, and pitted fragments are the complete lip (320472) and 40% of its square base (320-473), collected together
from the SW quadrant. The two fragments indicate that
the bottle was originally rectangular, with high shoulder
and square base, approximately 1 1/2” x 1 1/2” x about
4” tall.
The bottle is probably an early prescription bottle,
as opposed to patent medicine bottle. The lip (320-473) fragment’s shape speaks to this. It matches the “prescription”
bottle type that is illustrated in Adkison (2002:1.9). There is
no embossed lettering that is discernible. The fact that the
base part found has the kick-up or push-up attribute, this
suggests it is somewhat like a “patent medicine” bottle, as
illustrated in Adkison (2002:1.14) for reprinted here (Fig.
207) for comparison.

320-473

320-472
ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 207. Patent medicine bottle’s “classic” form. Its components are: (1) Indented
panels (2) kick-up or push-up base (3) corkstoppered, and (4) Embossed lettering (Adkison
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Figure 208. Illustrated with dotted lines is the
rectangular body section of this early bottle
that is missing. Its lip and base were found
together in the SW quadrant close to the
cabin flat area. It is a prescription or patent
medicine bottle, circa 1880s or earlier.		

			

Feature 4 Road Segments

Only two bottle remnants were found within the confines of the road segments of Feature 4:
#1 One whole amber glass animal vaccination bottle (320-549).
This 1959 “time marker” bottle is illustrated in the next section (Fig. 216) with the two other
vaccination bottles that were collected.
#2 One partial amethyst glass bottle was recovered from Road segment 3 (Fig. 209). The four fragments (320-537 and 320-538) were recovered at 0-6”.
The slightly dented metal seal that sets over the 1” high lip of the bottle, is probably made of
a lead compound rather than aluminum. The bottle mouth’s diameter is also 1.” Solarized amethyst
glass affirms a “pre ca. 1920” notion (Adkison 2002:1.22). If the metal lip seal is of aluminum, its period
of use would be the tight time frame of 1914-1920. A kind of urban legend continues that aluminum
products were not around until the 1940s. But Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA) was established in 1888. Aluminum products became affordable in 1914, the year when ALCOA’s founder,
Charles Martin Hall, applied his new method of processing aluminum. This brought down the price
to 18 cents per pound, [History of ALCOA at <www.alcoa.org>].With aluminum,1914 to 1917 would
be its tighter time frame.
“The metal
over this lip
is probably
lead, and not
aluminum.”
--Randy Taylor

ACTUAL SIZE

		

Figure 209.
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Bottles and Glass Interpretations
of Feature 1 “Depression”

Figure 210. Feature 1 “Depression” at Hi Good Cabin site (CA-TEH-2105H). This
photograph was taken, looking westerly, on 4/10/2003, prior to the excavation. In the
background is the cabin flat area. Property owner Mike Hamilton (left) confers with
Dr. Eric Ritter and BLM’s botanist Joe Molter. Mike Hamilton stands in front of one
part of an old sheepherder’s stove warmer (See additional photos of it in the Feature
1 section of Ch. 6 ). Baling wire, barbed wire, red bricks, a wooden skid, round river
cobbles, and more can be seen in the refuse pile.
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Feature 1 Depression
The glass artifacts from Feature 1 are listed below in groups stratigraphically. Level 1 was
0 -48.” The next four levels excavated were twelve inch increments, stopping at 90” bottom surface
due to time constraints. The levels were:
Level 1 (0-48”)
Level 2 (48-60”)
Level 3 (60-72”)
Level 4 (72 - 84”)
Level 5 (84 - 90”)

Level 1 (0-48”)

									
The first whole, clear glass bottle (320-281) is a “1935” time marker. It still has its metal cap in
place, sealed by corrosion. It is 2 1/2” x 1 3/4” x 4 1/4” tall. Its shape (Fig. 211 and 212) indicates it is
a “tablets and salts” bottle (Adkison 2002:1.14). Embossed on its base is: 4 Diamond (O-I) 5. Toulouse
(1971) reports that their bottle production began in 1930; the Diamond (0-I) logo was used 1929 -1954,
and one digit was used to denote years through 1945. Also, according to the Owens-Illinois Glass
Company “Plant Codes Table,”# 4, it was manufactured in Clarksburg, West Virginia, whose years
of operation were 1930-1944. The single digit  5 to the RIGHT of the Owens-Illinois logo could not
be 1945 since the plant closed in 1944. Therefore by elimination, the “5” represents “1935.” (Toulouse
1971; Lockhart 2004:5; and Lindsey 2006.).
About the “7” (above) this is a ”mold cavity code number.” About mold numbers on bottles,
Bill Lockhart (2004) wrote, “Mostly, we have little or no information about the meanings of mold
codes.”

ACTUAL SIZE

Figure 211 and 212.
“Bottle for tablets and salts”
(Adkison 2002:1.14).
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Figure 213.

4 Diamond (0-I) 5
7

Feature 1 Depression

						
This second whole bottle (320-279) of light green glass is a “1941” time marker. It was found
with its corroded, screw thread, bottle cap in place.
History of Company:  Roma Wine Co. Inc., was established in 1915 in Lodi, California and
moved to Fresno in 1933. Schenley Industries, Inc., acquired the company in 1942.
Dating this bottle: Owens-Illinois Glass Co., began their bottle production in 1930 Toulouse
(1971)  Upon the merger, their Diamond (0-I ) maker’s mark logo was used from 1929-1954 (reprinted
by Adkison 2002: p. 8). To the  RIGHT of the logo was a one digit year (date) code number, which
changed starting in 1946 to two digit year numbers code (Lindsey 2006, “Bottle Dating” p. 9.). From
Owens-Illinois’ Table for Plant Codes by Toulouse [not by Bill Lockhart 2004], the 20 (to the LEFT of
the logo) was plant location Backinridge, Pennsylvania, “Closed 1937.” The plant code, 20, became
reassigned to Oakland, California with plant operation years, “circa 1937” - present Toulouse (1971).
Artifact 320-279  is a 4/5 quart Roma Wine Company  brand product of Fresno, California. Dimensions:
2 3/4”  base diameter  x 11 3/4” tall. The bottle was manufactured in the Owens-Illinois’ Oakland,
California plant in 1941. The “1” is discounted as “1931” in this case because Roma Wine Company
had moved to Fresno by 1933.

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 215.
20 Diamond (I-O) 1

Figure 214.
Embossed on base:
Roma Wine Co. Inc.
20 Diamond (I-O) 1
2
5736-W
Fresno, Calif.

A third whole, cylindrical, clear glass jar is 320-282 was recovered from Level 1 (0-48”) with
a seam that runs to top of lip and a ring seam around its base.This means it is of the automatic
bottle machine, 1920 to present era. It also has an external screw thread finish (lip) type. Its width is
2 1/4” and its height is 4 1/2”. Its food content remains unresolved, but  fruit or jam is likely.
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Feature 1 Depression
A fourth whole bottle recovered was artifact 320-283, a 50 milliliter animal vaccination bottle
of amber shade glass. It still retains its tin cap seal with thin “cork” stopper through which the needle
of the syringe was inserted to draw the vaccine. It is the smaller of three vaccination bottles collected
(See below Fig. 216). Several other vaccination bottles were observed while excavating Feature 1 and
adjacent road segment areas. Their prevalence implies that the immediate area, with adjacent corral
enclosure, was a station in recent years used by the property owners for vaccinating and branding
their livestock.
This smaller (of the three) bottles is a “1963” time marker, with “1951” and “1959, the respective years of bottle manufacture for the other two.

ACTUAL SIZE

				
1951		
1963			
1959		
		
(Found at 72-84”) (Found at 0-48”) (Found 0-6” in Road Seg. #4)
		
		

320-365

320-283

320-549

Figure 216. The three animal vaccination bottles collected from Feature 1.
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Feature 1 Depression
Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience Depth		
320-365
Feature 1
72-84”
							
							
							
7

Description
Whole animal vaccination bottle, “1951”
125 milliliter bottle
Amber shade glass/tin cap
Base 1 3/4” diameter x 4 3/4” tall

1
7
1845

Figure 217.

320-549
Road Segment 4
0-6”
							
							
							
7

9

3
1845

Figure 218.

320-283
Feature 1
0-48”
							
							
							
7

Base has stippling [begun in 1940]
Whole Animal vaccination bottle,  “1959”
Amber shade glass/ tin cap
100 milliliter bottle
1 1/2” diameter base x 4 1/2”
Base has stippling [begun in 1940]

3

Whole Animal vaccination bottle,  “1963”
50 milliliter bottle
Amber shade glass/tin cap
1” diameter x 3” tall
Base has stippling [begun 1n 1940]
Figure 219.

History of Owens-Illinois Company Maker’s Mark or Logo -Toulouse (1971) reported that
Owens-Illinois   bottle production began in 1930. Lindsey (2006) added about the Diamond (O-I)
maker’s mark, “It is very common on bottles made during 1929-1956 period as the company was a
dominant force in the bottle production world at that time (and still is)” versus Toulouse (1971) who
explained that the Diamond (O-I) makers mark was used from 1929 to 1954 (reprinted as such also by
Adkison 2002:8). From the Table for Plant Codes, the “7”(at left of logo) referred to the Alton, Illinois
plant, whose dates of operation were 1930 to present (Toulouse 1971).
Upon showing these three bottles to veteran sheep man, Jack Haslem of Susanville, he remarked:
“These vaccination bottles are similar to what we have still. The big one might have
had iodine. Vitamin E was probably the one with the metric system, and the smaller one is for
the interoltoxemia. You can get about 20 lambs on the small bottle, that is 2 cubic centimeters
per lamb. The larger bottle --selenium and Vitamin E, you give each lamb only
1 cc.
“I just sterilize using just hot water. I boil them. I primarily use disposable needles. For
the old steel needles and glass plungers, we would use some Clorox or creosote with water;
and between animals we used to suck some in and shoot it back out and sterilize the needle.”
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Feature 1 Depression
Determination of the years, “1951, 1959 and 1963”
These dates are based on what was embossed on their respective bases and e-mail confirmations received on 10/3/2007 from both Bill Lockhart  (bottles expert) and Bill Lindsey (author of the
BLM’s Historical Bottles web site). Bill Lockhart’s portion of the  e-mail received reads:
When I wrote the original Owens-Illinois article [in 2004], I made a couple of
false assumptions --notably that OI would be consistent with its dating policies. It
was not. On medicinal bottles, OI retained the single-digit system until at least the
mid-1960s, possibly into the 1970s!
Thus the two (I) bottles were most likely made in 1963 [corrected] and 1959.
The <0> bottle was most likely 1941 or 1951 (most likely 1951 if it were found in the
same context as the other two). OI began stippling the bases of bottles during the
year 1940, and they were the first. Others followed their example within a few years.
Thus, the bottle could not have been made in 1931.
reads:

About the two vaccination bottles( 320-549  and 320-283),  Lindsey’s e-mailed response
      I’m sure your  two examples of the newer OI mark are indeed 1963 and 1959
manufacture as you note. The date codes are also something that has a lot of variety
depending on type of bottle (beer vs. soda vs. vaccine bottles), the factory it came
from, the whims of the mold engraver, and who knows what . . . moon phases.  The
best publication on the subject is still Bill Lockhart’s article from 2004 that is posted
on the Historic Bottle Web site at:  <http://www.sha.org/bottle/pdffiles/OwensIll_BLockhart.pdf>

New “shade” glass introduced - Amber “shade” glass was introduced for animal vaccination bottles in the early 1950s, as
opposed to clear glass, to help keep the sun’s ultra-violet rays away from vaccines, which otherwise would become deactivated. All three of these vaccination bottles still retain their respective metal cap seals for the bottle mouths.. All the drug
companies used these same style, amber glass bottles, each having their own separate paper labels.
Medical applications. The three whole animal vaccination bottles found a the site are preventive medicine vaccination
bottles that span 1951 through 1963, for cattle mostly. They invariably were used by C. Roy Carmichael himself and/or
his outfit workers.
Anti-serum bottles are larger, starting at the 500 ML size. The diameter size of the rubberized tops allows for
“multiple entries,” for example a 10 cc syringe could be filled 10 X from the same bottle. Labels would list: the pharmaceutical company’s name, the disease for which the vaccine was designed to prevent, its strength, et cetera. Three major
pharmaceutical companies who distributed their products then in California, for example, are: Fort Dodge of Iowa, HaverLockhart of Shawnee, KS, and Pitman-Moore Pharmaceuticals of Indianapolis, IN.
All cattle and livestock are vaccinated at least once a year. Usually, it is the spring when the calves are born that
the adults and calves are given combinations of vaccination and booster shots. Calves are usually vaccinated when 2 or
3 months old for prevention against leptospirosis (“Sudden Death infection of the liver). The colstridia family of bacteria
comprise several potentially lethal diseases, for which proper doses are given to prevent them, namely: Botulina, Tetanus,
Malignant edema, and Red water, to name but a few. Vaccines are not given today for foot and mouth disease. (Source
information from emeritus veterinarian, Dr. Richard Tangeman of Susanville, interview 7/19/2007.)
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Feature 1 Depression
Specimen
Number
320-276

Horizontal
Provenience
Feature 1

Depth			
Description				
0-48”       
Whole Liquor bottle 7 1/2” tall   

Date
1941

							
ACTUAL SIZE

D 23 Diamond O-I
101 - 41
w/ “Fed. law forbids....” (1935-1964)
(See “History of” in side bar on next page)

Figure 220.
							

				
			
							

320-277
Feature 1
0-48”           Whole Liquor bottle 7 1/2” tall
1940
								
D 23 Diamond O-I
							
101 - 40
							
w/ “Fed. law forbids....”(1935-1964)		
				
320-278
Feature 1
0-48”            Whole Liquor bottle 7 1/2” tall
  1940
								
D 23 Diamond O-I
							
101 - 40
							
w/ “Fed. law forbids....”(1935-1964)
				
320-280
Feature 1
0-48”
Whole Liquor bottle 7 1/2” tall
  1940
								
  D 23 Diamond O-I
101 - 40
w/ “Fed. law forbids....”

ACTUAL SIZE

							
				
			
Figure 221.

Comments about the four (above) listed liquor bottles Date: “1941” is the year the bottle was made.
(1) Embossed on this bottle’s base is the Owens-Illinois Glass Company’s “Diamond O-I” business
trademark, first used on April 29,1929. The logo type changed during 1954. (2) “Blown into the shoulder
of the bottle is “Federal law forbids . . . .” required by federal law during 1935-1964 as spelled out and
sent to liquor buyers and manufacturers, titled, “ The Glass Packer 1934  Liquor Bottle Regulations:
Summarized for Glass Packer Readers. Vol. 13(8):502-503.(3) About “D 23,” the “D” is for Distillery
or Distiller, with code assigned by the government. (4) About “101-41,” bottles authority, Carol Serr,
forwarded her e-mail to Bill Lindsey on 1/12/2007, who, in turn, forwarded it to this researcher on
10/3/2007 that:
“This is the 101-40 marking on Richard’s bottle, which represents the bottle makers permit
number on the left, a dash (but not always), and then the 2-digit year. So, on Richard’s 2 examples,
the 101-40 and 101-41 equal the years (of bottle manufacture) of 1940 and 1941.”
[Note: “By 1947, the change to double-digit date codes appears to have been completely adopted
by all the plants” (Lockhart 2004:3); exceptions were “medicinal” bottles, such as animal vaccination
bottles, that kept to the one digit date code, possibly into the 1970s”(Lockhart e-mail received
10/3/2007).]
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Feature 1 Depression
History of “Federal law forbids sale or re-use of this bottle” requirement
Beginning on January 1, 1935, almost two years after the Twenty-first Amendment’s repeal
of the Eighteenth Amendment (Prohibition of drinking an/or manufacture and sale of liquor of certain
alcoholic percentages set down by the Volstead Act of Congress, 1919-1933), Congress passed
a new Act that took effect, mandating that all “liquor” bottles (excluding beer and wine bottles)
have embossed on them, “Federal law forbids sale or re-use of this bottle.” Also, said bottles
embossed this way were required to be destroyed! Why? It was all so that the federal government
could “regulate” for tax receiving purposes (and prosecute) bootleggers for tax evasion. The liquor
industry owners were taxed! Secondary reasons for the new Act were to also prevent misbranding,
and adulteration of the purported contents. (These bottles were not destroyed!) Bootleggers relied
on the secondhand bottle trade to supply them with branded bottles of legitimate dealers, which
they refilled. This 1935 Act was finally repealed in 1964. [Note: “Be aware however that for some
years after 1964, liquor could still be found in bottles with this phrase since not all liquor producers
switched immediately to new bottles due to the expense of new molds or to deplete an existing
supply of bottles” (Ferraro 1966, as reprinted in the BLM web site,/historic_bottles/ machine made
dating.htm, p. 15; Adkison 2002:1.15)]. Hence, bottles collected with the embossing “Federal law
forbids . . . . always have the starting date terminus post quem of 1935!

Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience Depth		
320-290
Feature 1
0-48”		
						

320-289
Feature 1
0-48”		
						
						
						

Description					
Date
Coca-Cola aqua glass				
1941
body and base fragment 					
[See Fig. 395 Aqua glass notions]
Clear glass base fragment 			
with “3” embossed on its center
Base diameter 2 1/4”
Contents? Possible fruit jar

n. d.

ACTUAL SIZE

Figure 222.

320-287

Feature 1

0-48”		

Clear glass fragments (2) 			

n. d.

320-288

Feature 1

0-48”		

Clear glass melted (1)		

n. d.
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Feature 1 Depression

Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience Depth		
Description					
Date		
320-284
Feature 1
0-48”
Aqua glass opalized bottle lip		
Undetermined
					
fragment; possibly freeblown		
(If freeblown)
											
1845 -1913
							
			
320-285
Feature 1
0-48”       Clear glass opalized finish (lip)      
      “             “
       Melted; indefinite as to finish type
Comments: The dates for these two vintage bottle lip fragments remain undetermined. Neither has a
vertical seam line. Their possible range of dates are: If freeblown without seams, 1845-1913; If seams
come to within 1/4” of top (semi automatic machine 1880-1913; If seams up body and laterally around
shoulder (three piece mold 1810-1890; If seams only up sides of body (two piece mold) 1845-1913.
(Adkison 2002:1.10).     
The 320-284 aqua glass lip fragment specimen (Fig. 223 below left) appears to have the shape
of a patent/extract bottle finish type (Adkison 2002:1.10), while 320-285 is undetermined as to finish
type.

Figure 223.
(320-284)
Freeblown finish without
seam, probably 1845-1913.

Figure 224.
(320-285)
Freeblown finish without
seam, possibly 1845-1913.
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Feature 1 Depression

Level 2 (48-60”)
Specimen
Number
320-353

Horizontal
Provenience		
Feature 1		

Depth		
48-60”		

Description			
Clear glass fragments (4)

Date
n. d.

[Nothing diagnostic enough at this level to assign any bottle(s)]

Level 3 (60-72”)
Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience		
320-357
Feature 1
					

Depth		
60-72”       
		

				

Description			
Date
Whole Wine bottle
    circa 1957
w/ olive green glass 11 3/4” 			
Roma Wine, Co. Lodi, CA (4/5 quart)

Figure 225.

Comments: Latchford-Marble Glass Co. operation 1939-1957 (Atkison 2002:7). Roma Co. established
in Lodi in 1915, then relocated in Fresno in 1933.The above perhaps suggests that Roma Wine still
maintained both locations or the “years of operation” information is incorrect. This bottle cannot be
any older than 1939 with “Lodi” embossed on its base. Probably the year  1957  is a “best guess.”  Mold
codes “8” and  “123” unidentified.
320-358

Feature 1

60-72”

						
Figure 226.

Whole honey Jar 1 Quart

1957 or later

Embossed on base:
352 (L) 5
“Latchford Glass Co. Post 1957” (Adkison 2002:7)
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Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience Depth		
320-356
Feature 1
60-72”
						

Feature 1 Depression
Description					
Amber glass whole whiskey  bottle
Base 3 1/2” diameter x 10 3/4” tall
Hiram Walker & Sons Inc  (One quart)

Date
ca. 1945

						
       Embossed on shoulder:    ONE QUART  & “FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS . . . .”  
                     (Between 1935 & 1964)
Embossed on base:         R  181
90   Diamond (I-O)   5

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 228.

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 227.

Comments: Date: The year 1945 is probably when this bottle was made, but the year could still be
1935, based on these findings: (1) “Owens-Illinois’s Diamond (O-I) maker’s mark was used during the
1929-1954  period” (Lindsey 2006 “Bottle Dating Machine-Made Bottles section p. 9.).
(2) Also embossed on the shoulder of this same bottle is “Federal law forbids . . . .” which was
the law during 1935-1964.
(3)  As for the “5” to the RIGHT of the maker’s mark, this stands for either 1935 or 1945. It
would not be 1955,  because 1946 was the year when numbers were two digit “for most “Owens-Illinois
made bottles [BLM Historic Glass Bottle Identification & Information Web site, Bottle Dating section,  
p. 9 and e-mail received 10/3/2007.
(4) “R” stands for “rectifiers” followed by bottle manufacturer’s permit number, followed by
the bottlemaker’s  trademark [in this case Diamond (I-O)], and a number to indicate the year the bottle
was made [in this case “5”].  Source: “ The Glass Packer 1934  “Liquor Bottle Regulations: Summarized
for Glass Packer Readers. Vol 13(8):502-503 that the federal government spelled out and sent to liquor
buyers and manufacturers.
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Feature 1 Depression
			

Level 4 (72 - 84”

Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience Depth		
320-359
Feature 1
72 - 84
					
					
          

Description					
Date
Whole spirits bottle
         circa 1941
Clear glass 3” diameter. x 13” tall
Christian Brothers (probably)
w/ fluted design on mid shoulder

ACTUAL SIZE

Comments: Bottle authority Randy Taylor of Chico was sent a
photocopy of this design. His written response of 7/13/2007 was “It
looks to me like it may be from Christian Brothers. I’m not sure, but
[I] seem to remember it from working in my parents’ grocery store
as a kid.

Figure 229.
Rubbing of design on
shoulder of bottle

320-360

Feature 1

0-48”

Whole Liquor bottle clear 7 1/2” tall 1941
D 23 Diamond O-I
							
101 - 41
				
			
w/ “Fed. law forbids....”(1935-1964)
							
Comments: The date “1941” was determined
							
identical to the four similar liquor bottles 		
							
interpreted on page 299.
320-362
Feature 1
72 - 84” 		
							
							

Partial body of spirits bottle		
circa 1941
Clear glass fragment
Christian Brothers (probably)
Also with same fluted design on bottle

320-361
Feature 1
72-84”
Whole Liquor bottle (1 quart)
1940
							
Clear glass 11” tall 1935-1954
									
D 23 Diamond (O-I)
							
101 - 40
							
w/ “Fed. law forbids....” (1935-1964)
Kick-ups on opposite
							
sides at bottom of body
ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 230.

Comments: Year 1940 determination is
the same as whole liquor bottle(320-280)
explanation above.
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Feature 1 Depression
Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience Depth		
Description					
Date
320-363
Feature 1
72 - 84”
Clear glass jar fragment		
Undetermined
				
		
Press on lid type
						
Probably “turn mold” made
						
because there are no discernible
						
seam lines.
320-371
Feature 1
72 - 84”		
Clear glass curved fragments (11)
				
320-377
Feature 1
72 - 84”		
Clear glass body fragment (2)

ACTUAL SIZE

Figure 231. Clear glass jar fragments, 320-363, 320-371 and 320-377.
One enigma about this jar is that there are no vertical seam lines.
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Feature 1 Depression
Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience Depth		
320-364
Feature 1
72 - 84”
						
						

Description					
Clear glass square base frag.			
Square base 2 3/4” x 2 3/4”

Date		
1941

ACTUAL SIZE
“”20 Diamond (O-I) 1”
Figure 232.

Comments: The year when this base fragment was made was 1941. (1)Owens-Illinois Glass Company’s
trademark, the Diamond (0-I), was “very common on bottles made during the 1929-1954 period. (2)
To the LEFT of the logo is a number that identified the plant that produced the bottle. According to
Toulouse (1971:395), plant number 20 was “Backinridge, Pennsylvania w/dates of operation: 1932
-1940. Furthermore,  #20 was later reassigned (“after the original plant ceased operations”) to Oakland,
California “1949 - present” (Lockhart 2004:5). Lockhart (2004:1) also relates that “To the RIGHT of
the mark is a one-or two-digit date code.” (3) Lockhart (2004) added, “By 1947, the change to doubledigit date codes appears to have been completely adopted by all the plants” [of Owens-Illinois.]. This
leaves 1941 as the only possible year that the “1” could be.
320-366
Feature 1
72 - 84”		
Amber glass fragment
				
		
w/letter “A” and “4”
						
Base diameter approx. 4”
						
Also stippling, which
						
began in 1940 (Lindsey 2006,
						
“Bottle Dating” section, p. 9.)
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1940 or later

Feature 1 Depression

Recovered from Level IV (72-84”) was also the whole, animal vaccination bottle (320-365), as  
previously photographed (Fig. 48) and interpreted (see pages 296-298).

Miscellaneous Glass Fragments
Two amber glass fragments and three clear glass fragments also found at 72-84” bottom surface are listed below. Besides noting their presence, no contextual remarks can be made about them.
Specimen
Number
320-370
d.

Horizontal
Provenience
Feature 1

Depth		
72 - 84”

Description					
Amber glass flat fragment (1)

Date

Melted

320-374
Feature 1
72 - 84”		
Amber glass fragment (1)			
1929-1954
						
w/Diamond (0-I)
						
Nothing more that is diagnostic
320-372

Feature 1

72-84”

Clear glass “neck/threaded” fragment (1)

n. d.

320-375

Feature 1

72-84”		

Clear glass and opalized fragment (1)

n. d.

320-376

Feature 1

72-84”		

Clear glass melted fragment (1)		

n. d.
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n.

Feature 1 Depression

Level 5 (84 - 90”)
Specimen
Number
320-396

Horizontal
Provenience
Feature 1

Depth		
84-90”

						

Description					
Whole  liquor bottle (clear glass)
“SCHENLEY” Size:  4/5 Quart
Base 3 1/4” x 1 1/2” x 8 1/4” tall
Makers mark: Glass Containers, Inc.
This glass company’s operation is listed
“Since 1945” (Adkison 2002: 5).

Date
1941

Embossed on shoulder:
“FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS . . . .”  (Between 1935 - 1964)Embossed on base:

						

D -9
83   Makers mark   41
   M  - 1630 - H

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 233.

Comments: Date: “1941” is the year the bottle was made. (1) Embossed on this bottle’s base is the
Owens-Illinois Glass Company’s “Diamond O-I” business trademark, first used on April 29,1929. The
logo type changed during 1954. (2) “Blown into the shoulder of the bottle is “Federal law forbids . . . .”
required by federal law during 1934-1964 as spelled out and sent to liquor buyers and manufacturers,
titled, “ The Glass Packer 1934  Liquor Bottle Regulations: Summarized for Glass Packer Readers. Vol
13(8):502-503.(3) About “D9,” the “D” is for Distillery or Distiller, with code assigned by the government [Carol Serr(1/12/2007) and Bill Lindsey (e-mails received 10/3/2007)].
Noteworthy is that Glass Containers, Inc., apparently was one of the first glass company’s
to use the double-digit date codes as early as 1941, versus Owens-Illinois Glass Company who had
changed to two-digit dates by 1947 (Lockhart 2004:3, with the exception of “medicinal” bottles, such as
animal vaccination bottles, that kept to the one digit date code” . . .  possibly into the 1970!”(Lockhart
e-mail received 10/3/2007).
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Feature 1 Depression
remains 1919 -1950.
Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience

Depth		

320-398
Feature 1
84-90”
						
						
						

Description					

Whole beer  bottle
Amber shade glass 6” tall
Brand unidentified
paper label missing
Crimp top; modern machine-made

Date

1947

Embossed on shoulder:  “NOT TO BE REFILLED. NO DEPOSIT *  NO RETURN”

Figure 235.

					
Embossed on base with stippling:
20  Diamond (O-I)  47
1C

ACTUAL
SIZE
Figure 234.

Duraglas [script font]
1-WAY
11-GB

Comments. This beer bottle was made in 1947 at the Owens-Illinois Glass Company’s plant in Oakland, CA. The years that  Owens Illinois Glass Company used their trademark, Diamond (O-I), were
“1929 to 1954” (Toulouse [1971] and Adkison [2002 8]).   
About Duraglas marking/ stippling/ start of two-digit date code system  & plant code: 		
Duraglas marking in script and the stippling around the edge of the base were
both first used in 1940 . . . . [and] Duraglas was discontinued in 1954; and by 1946 the
year numbers were two digit, i.e. a 1951 bottle would have “51” in the date location
not just a “1.”The “20” to the left of the Diamond 0-I mark is the code for the Oakland,
CA. plant which was in operation from about 1937 until after the Diamond 0-I marking
was changed to a Circle I in the period 1956-1958 (Lindsey 2006 BLM’s Bottle Typing
(“Typology”) web sites’  “Bottle Dating” section, p. 9. For this data, Lindsey referenced
both Toulouse (1971) and Lockhart (2004)].
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Feature 1 Depression

ACTUAL SIZE

Figure 236. Rubbing of Garrett & Company wine growers, 12 inch tall clear glass bottle.
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Feature 1 Depression
Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience Depth		
320-397
Feature 1
84-90” 		
						

Description				
Date
Partial wine bottle			
1919-1950
Clear glass 12” tall 						
Garrett & Co.. New York City (4/5 quart)
(95% bottle; broken off at neck)

					
Figure 236. (opposite). Embossed on heel w/”CONTENTS 4/5 QUART”
and “1” embossed on base

Embossed on body:
An eagle looks down over the Garrett family shield with stars and bars and fruit [AND]
“American wines” and Reg. U.S. Pat. Office. GARRETT & CO. INC.; established 1835  
PIONEER AMERICAN WINE GROWERS. Refilling prohibited. NEW YORK.”
				
Comments: Garrett & Co. Inc., was established in 1835 in North Carolina, and proclaimed as the
“PIONEER AMERICAN WINE GROWERS.” The company moved to New York during Prohibition
(1919-1933). The company died out by 1950. The bottle is embossed on the body of the bottle: (June
Eastin, ed. (1969:60). Bottleswest). Type: Automatic Bottling Machine (Post 1905).  The year(s) when
“Refilling prohibited in New York” was the law remains undetermined. Possible  date for this bottle

Summary of the Glass Materials Recovered
In all, what kinds of bottles and respective dates were determined?
Distinctive uses, inclusive of “fairly” distinctive uses, were determined for 65.9.3% (31/47)
of the glass “containers” (objects) recovered during 2003 and 2004 (See list below). The author’s
definition for “container” was inclusive of whole or partial bottles or of what appeared to be  a
separate dainty dish. The one base fragment (Fig. 196) and the one rim fragment (See Fig. 206) each
constituted one more container. Also, the remnants of one oil or kerosene lamp’s glass chimney (See
Figures 176) was listed.
List for fairly distinctive use determinations include:
1 -Partial Lash’s Bitters bottle [1902-1905] found in Unit 6N2E E1/2.
1- Whole miniature perfumer bottle (320-027) [no date] found in Unit 6N2E E1/2.
8 -Whole liquor bottles [of which four were 1940; one was 1941]; 1-Hiram Walker
and Sons whiskey [circa. 1945]; 1 Schenley [1941].
5 - Wine bottle determinations of which two were whole Roma wine bottles [1941 &
                   circa 1957]; one whole and one partial Christian Brothers bottles, circa 1941; and one
      partial Garrett & Company vineyard bottle, 1919-1950).
3 - Whole animal vaccination bottles [1951, 1959 and 1963]
1 - Whole Alka-Seltzer tube bottle [1937] found in 3N3E.
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Summary -continued1 - Whole and cylindrical  food jar (320-282) with screw on lid and ring seam
around its base [1920s to date]
1 - Whole honey quart jar with honey residue [post 1957]
1 - Whole beer bottle of amber shade glass[1947]
1 - Whole tablets and salts bottle [1935]
1 - Lamp chimney glass having 54 egg -shell thin and curved fragments (320-133) 		
with crimped glass fragments (320-132) probably from the lamp’s base
1 -White “Milk” glass ointment jar [circa.1870s to 1920]
1 Coca-Cola bottle fragment [1941]
5 - Patent Medicine/Elixir  bottle fragments
		
(320-107 and 320-111 comprised of clear glass; 320-605 of aqua glass; 320-070 of 		
		
“light” aqua glass; 320-472 and 320-473 of clear glass; and 320-284 of aqua glass).
__________
Total: 31 (of 47) with fairly distinctive use determinations.
Regarding all glass material found, there were 21 whole bottles collected (of which 90% [19/21]
were recovered from the Feature 1 depression/refuse fill.).
There was a total of 581 glass fragments collected from the study area. The chart below provides
the fragment totals found by colors. For example, 38.2% (222/581) of the fragments collected were of
the clear glass kind.
Table 1.  Colored Glass Percentages/Partial/Whole Bottle Counts
Glass			
Number of glass
# Whole 		
#Partial
Color 			
fragments found/% bottles found		
containers found
Clear			
222 (38.2%)		
13			
12
Amber			
154 (26.5%)		
6			
3
Amethyst		
100 (17.2%)		
0			
2
Aqua		
72 (12.3)		
0			
5
Green		
23 (0.03%)		
2			
3
White		
9 (0.01%)		
0			
1
Cobalt blue		
1 (0.0001)		
0			
0
_________________________________________________________________
Totals			
581			
21			
26
From what contexts were the glass materials found?
Apparently, the whole bottles that ended up being dumped into the land fill “hole” (Feature
1) were preserved much better than most all whole bottles discarded in the cabin flat area. The steady
traffic over the years of horses and grazing livestock across the flat, combined with ranch workers on
task, and their motorized agricultural equipment driven across the flat, surely compressed, shattered,
and further degraded most every glass vessel deposited there.
The whole “1937” Alka-Seltzer tube bottle (320-216) deposited in the area of the collapsed
chimney brick scatter (Feature 2) was one of the exceptions. By happenstance, this “time marker”
bottle’s location provided a plausible date for about when the brick chimney was last standing. That
the chimney apparently collapsed a little after 1937, was further corroborated by oral history testimony
provided by Norman Leininger (born in 1922) who explored the insides of the Hi Good Cabin when
he was about ten years old (See pages 181-184 of Ch. 2 VII: Oral Histories).
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Summary -continuedOther than noting their presence, no distinctive contextual remarks could be made about
these fifteen glass containers found in the study area:
			

Fifteen Undetermined Glass Containers

1-Clear glass and opalized bottle (320-121) with 1 1/2” mouth from Unit 4N10E.
1-Clear glass jar (320-601) with 2 1/2” mouth from 3N1E.
1-Clear glass bottle (320-608) with 1 1/2” base diameter from Unit 3N1E.
1-Clear glass bottle w/ 1 1/4” mouth from Unit 3N1E.
1-Clear glass bottle (320-265) with 1 1/4” mouth from 3N3E.
1-Clear glass jar (320-289) or bottle with base diameter of 2 1/4 from Feature 1.
1-Clear glass opalized (lip) finish (320-285) from Feature 1.
1-Clear glass jar fragments (320-363) with 3 1/4” mouth diameter from Feature 1.
1-Clear glass square base, 2 3/4” x 3 3/4” fragment (320-364) from Feature 1.
1 -Amber glass bottle (320-076) with 1 1/2” mouth from Unit 3N2E.
1- Olive amber glass bottle (320-514) from Unit 4N10E.
1-Amethyst glass jar (320-614) with 3 1/4” mouth from Unit 3N1E.
1-Amethyst bottle (320-465) 2 1/4” diameter base from site NE Quadrant.
1-Amethyst glass bottle (320-537) with 1” bottle mouth from Feature 4
Road Segment 3.
1 -Aquamarine glass vase or dish fragments (320-120) from Unit 4N10E.
1 -Deep greenish aqua possible jar (320-123) from Unit 4N10E.
		
Upon excavating CA-TEH-2105H, what three colors for glass fragments were found in highest
frequency? The data collected answers with clear, amber, and amethyst. This color triad also reigns
amongst the list of the “Fifteen Undetermined.” Clear glass is represented in 60% (9/15) of them. In
this light, noteworthy is what Adkison (2002:1.13) reported about clear glass that:
“Regarding drugstore bottles (“ethical medicines”), “colors might
be amber and sometimes green or blue, but clear was the dominant glass
in this type” (Author’s underscore).
These fifteen specimens, in particular, merit further study.
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A. KITCHEN GROUP
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Figure 237. Susan Ferguson found spoon
specimen 320-527 in Road Segment #3 in
NE quadrant of the site on 2/28/2004.

Figure 238. Kitchen Group artifacts found at the Hi Good Cabin site (CA-TEH-2105H).
Raveni floral pattern plate fragments of 1920s - 1930s found in Feature 1 at 0-48,”
serving spoon fragment (320-527) and tang fragment (320-106) to a knife or fork
handle found in 4N10E.
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2 -keys for
opening cans
(probably sardines) found
(Terminus
post quem
1866)

NE
Quadrant

Probable Sheep Camp
Tender ‘s station

6N2E E1/2

8 cast iron
stove grate
parts found.

•

4N10E

Sheep bones found
Two
glass
food jars - 3N1E

SW
Quadrant

Serving spoon
found in
Road Seg. #3

Eight W.I.E. fragments
were recovered from only
the NW quadrant.

datum
1 - Vent hole/matchstick food filler
type tin can lid (320-427)
found in SE quadrant (1904 - 1950s)

•

1-Sheepherder’s
stove warmer
fragment found by
Feature 1
1 -Vent hole/
matchstick food
filler type tin can lid
(320-306), pre-1904
1-Amerseal lug seal
frag. (320-381),
ca.1906-1919
(Adkison 2002:1.11)

Recovered from 4N10E:
1 - Chinese brown stoneware frag.
1 -tang handle frag. of knife or fork
1 -”Hole-in-Cap” Gebee type (1880s)
3 -Probable baking powder tin lids
or bottoms(ca.1885 their terminus
post quem).

Figure 239. Map: “Kitchen Group of Historic Artifacts Analysis Categories”
A. KITCHEN GROUP
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

1. Food Containers
		
a. Tin cans
		
b. Glass food containers
2. Kitchenware
		
a. Pots/pans/kettles
		
b. Kitchen equipment
		
c. Iron cooking stove parts
		
and accessories
3. Tableware
		
a. Knives/forks/spoons
		
b. Ceramic dishes/plates/bowls
		
c. Ceramic drinking cups/bowls
		
d. Ceramic serving plates/bowls
		
e. Tin plates/cups/bowls
		
f. Enamelware
		
g. Drinking glasses
		
(non-alcohol related)
		
h. Glass pitchers/serving vessels
		
i. Other
4. Food Remains
		
a. Faunal
		
b. Other

KITCHEN GROUP
INTERPRETATIONS

T

“Mutton, Biscuits, and Sardines”

he one definitive food type found at the
site was mutton. Five faunal specimens
uncovered compared favorably to sheep (Ovis
aries). Keeping with the early sheep camp setting, the
sheepherders would have consumed mutton as part
of their diets. In one instance, in 1865, when Simeon
Moak and other possé members rode on their horses to
Hi Good place on Deer Creek, Good “jumped over the
fence and caught a large fat wether and cut his throat
and said for us to make our supper and breakfast on
mutton.” (Moak 1923:19).
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Camp tender station - The archaeological data suggests the notion that the likely crew- member
station of camp tender was in the NE quadrant flat area (See Fig. 239 map) adjacent and west of the
ranch road (Road Segment #3) . The camp tender’s role, according to sheep rancher authority Jack
Haslem, was to do “the cooking, washing the dishes, laundry” (See “Estimate of Hi Good’s Crew Size”
in Ch. 2 IX, page 201). From metal detector sweeps, eight cast iron stove grate fragments were found
clustered in this vicinity. Part of a sheepherder’s stove warmer was observed (Fig. 240) in situ nearby,
at the edge of the Feature 1 depression. The white improved earthenware ceramics map (see Fig. 246
below) shows that all eight of the dish ware fragments recovered at the site encircle the purported
camp tender’s work place. Four of the ceramic pieces are plate fragments.
As for kitchen tableware and ceramic dishes, one serving spoon fragment (320-527) was
found in Road Segment. #3 (Fig. 237) One tang fragment to a knife or fork handle (320-106) was also
collected just south from Unit 4N10E (Fig. 238). The one Chinese brown stoneware piece (Fig. 241)
collected from Unit 4N10E, was probably of a food utility vessel. Additional dish fragments of more
recent Raveni floral pattern ceramic plate ware (320-295) of the 1920s-1930s, were recovered from the
Feature 1 depression, 0-48” (See Fig. 238).
According to oral history from Mr. Ed Little of Red Bluff who grew up in Los Molinos and is a
cousin of the Hamilton brothers (property owners), the Hi Good Cabin flat was also a popular place
for a picnic especially in the spring time. Mr. Little recalled, “I remember since I was very small uncle
Fred Hamilton Senior and Roy Carmichael communicating to each other, time and time again with,
‘We’ll meet at the Hi Good.’ Our families met there for cattle gathering and sometimes simply for a
family picnic.” In the 2007 field season, one clear glass, H. J. Heinz Co., condiments bottle base fragment was uncovered from Unit 1S3E.
Three glass food jars were recovered from the site of which two were from Unit 3N1E (one of
amethyst glass fragments [320-614] and one of clear glass jar rim fragments 320-601, 320-602). The third
glass food jar of clear glass was collected from Feature 1 at 72-84” depth (320-363, 320-371, 320-377).
Their food contents remain undetermined. One whole clear glass bottle, with honey residue inside
it, was also recovered from Feature 1 at 60-72” with Latchford Glass Company logo embossed on its
base, which dates as “post 1957” (Adkison 2002:2:7).
Pancake biscuits - Three tin can top fragments (320-168, 320-169, 320-170), with telltale 2 1/2”
diameter tops or bottoms of probable baking powder contents used as leavening agent for baking
biscuits, were found in Unit 4N10E. Vicki Adkison (2002:2:13) reported that “By the 1890’s, baking
powder was being commercially packaged in tin cans as a consumer item.” About baking powder,
America’s leading brands included: “Calumet, founded in 1889; Clabber Girl (patented in 1906).
Sardines - Another kind of food consumed by the site’s early occupants was invariably sardines.
Two identical sized, 3” long can opener keys were found in the NE quadrant (320-452 and 320-014
in Unit 6N2E E1/2. According to Adkison (2002:2.3) the terminus post quem for key-opening cans was
1866. But these are likely much later.
Early tin can food containers. The earliest datable food tin container type found at the site
was specimen 320-167 of the “Hole-in-Cap” Gebee type, which dates “ca. 1880’s and later” (Adkison
2002:2.6). It was collected from Unit 4N10E (See Fig. 242a and 242b). Specimen 320-165 was assigned
as a part of this same food tin can top.
Two vent-hole/matchstick food filler-type tin can artifacts found were specimen 320-306 recovered from Feature 1 at 0-48” and 320-427 found in the SW quadrant.. According to Adkison (2002:2.6),
this container type dates to “after 1904.” (See Fig. 243).
Another Kitchen Group artifact (320-381) recovered from Feature 1 at 72-84,”
was one shiny and flattened Amerseal lug (Figures 244a and 244b) for sealing certain foods, with its
span of years of usage, “circa 1906-1919” (Adkison 2002:1.11).
Kitchenware - Besides the above mentioned stove warmer and stove parts, a pail or bucket
bail and bail connector were collected from the NE quadrant in the vicinity of Units 4N10E, while a
bucket or pail lug was found in the SW quadrant (See Figures 245a and 245b below).
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KITCHEN GROUP
ARTIFACTS

Figure 241a. Chinese food
utility vessel, “usually made of
the gray-brown paste with “jianyou” or Tiger glaze” (Adkison
2002:3.9).

Figure 240. Piece of a sheepherder’s stove warmer
(320-399) collected from edge of Feature 1
Depression. Photo by author on 4/10/2003.
Figure 241b The one Chinese brown stoneware
fragment (320-126) found at the site during 2003
-2004, probably of a storage jar, was recovered
from Unit 4N10E.

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 242a.“Hole-in-Cap”
Gebee type tin can top collected from Unit 4N10E.
Specimens 320-165
and 320-167.
Figure 242b. Illustration of
same reprinted from Adkison
(2002:2.6) dates (ca. 1880’s
>) The rim projects above
center filler hole.

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 243. Vent hole/matchstick
food filler type tin can top (320-306)
found in Feature 1 at 0-48.” Dates
“ca. 1900 >” (Adkison 2002:2.6)
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KITCHEN GROUP
ARTIFACTS

Figure 245a. Bucket or pail lug 320-471, found
during metal detector sweep in SW quadrant.

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 244 a. Amerseal lug (320-381)
artifact, shiny and flattened from Feature 1 at 72-84.”
Figure 244b. “circa 1906-1919”
Illustration reprinted from Adkison
(2002:1.11).

Figure 245b. Sears, Roebuck & Co. Catalogue (1902), p. 596.
Illustration of similar rounded lug used to fasten bail to stable pail.
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KITCHEN GROUP
ARTIFACTS

W.I.E.
W.I.E.

W.I.E.
6N2E E1/2

W.I.E.

W.I.E.

W.I.E.
W.I.E.
4N10E

Feature 1

W.I.E.
2S12E

Map legend: Each White Improved
Earthenware Ceramics fragment
recovered at the site is symbolized
above with the initials “W.I.E.”

“White Improved Earthenware Ceramics -whiteware or ironstone, developed in
the early 19th century. The first patent for this are was issued in 1813 when it was
called “English Porcelain” [Hamilton “ceramic terms” Donald L. Hamilton, Anthro
313 course “Historical Archaeology,” Texas A&M University 2007:
<http://nautarch.tam.edu/class/313/ceramics>].

Map: “White Improved Earthenware Ceramics Distribution”
CA-TEH-2105H
Figure 246.
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KITCHEN GROUP
ARTIFACTS

Figure 247. “1866” - J. Osterhoudt patented the tin can with a key opener that you can find on sardine cans
<http://inventors.about.com> Adkison (2002:2.3) affirmed that “the most common was the sardine cans.”
Two were found with identical head size (width 1 inch): one in Unit 6N2E E 1/2 and one in NE quadrant.

Figure 248a. This smaller can key fragment (320226) was recovered from Unit 3N3E at 0-6 inches.
Width of head 7/8.” Original length undetermined.
This key fragment could have possibly originated
from a coffee tin top, and possibly of the “Folger’s”
brand. A Folger’s coffee tin fragment was unearthed in Unit 5NE9. Fig. 249b drawing is reprinted
from Adkison (2002:2.15).
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Figure 248b.

B. PERSONAL GROUP
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PERSONAL GROUP
ARTIFACTS

Figure 249a.
Personal Group items found at the Hi Good Cabin site include what is believed to be a small fragment (320-112)
of a white ball “Kaolin” clay pipe (lower left foreground above). This same clay pipe type was used back east
during early colonial times, making it “potentially” the oldest object recovered at the study area.
(Far right) is a metal heel plate, to probably a man’s boot. Both artifacts were recovered from Unit 4N10E.
This photos was taken on September 11, 2004, the first day of the Tehama County Museum’s exhibit titled,
“Bricks, Buttons & Bullets: Archaeology of an Early Sheep Camp.” The working theme of this exhibit was “When
Culture’s Collide” (see also Figures 165, 166 and 167).

Figure 249b.Sketch of specimen 320-164
of a partial metal heel plate or tap probably
of a man’s boot.
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NE

quadrant

Feature 8
Corral, Feed Shed,
and Windmill
WW II ca. 1945 canteen
(320-412) found here.
Select artifacts found
in Feature 2 Trench
included:
• One buckle to pants
or vest in Unit 3N1E
• One Lee button in Unit
3N2E (1927-1935)
• One leather boot sole
fragment in 3N3E
• Health and cosmetics:
in 3N3E: Alka-Seltzer
bottle (1937), partial
white glass toiletry
bottle, and one ovoidshaped tin pillbox.

Artifacts found in Unit
6N2E E1/2 included:
• Stoneware, possible ink
bottle lip fragments
• One metal suspender slider
• Star ornament fragment
• Miniature glass perfumer
• Lash’s Bitters bottle (1902-1905)
6N2E E1/2

Feature 1

4N10E
Feature 2 “Trench”

SW
•

2S12E

•

Prescription bottle (320-472, 320-473) 		
Flask-shaped tin (320-475) found
Turquoise and silver
pendant found here

•

Found in 2S12E
were one brown
& one white glass
buttons.

•

Select artifacts found in Feature 1 from
Level 1 (0-48”) included:
1- Kootz’s metal fastener (ca.1899)
1- Copenhagen snuff lid (1905 or
younger)
1- AM/PM cigarette lighter (ca. 1979)
1 Five disposable beer cans
1- Crown cap (ca. 1920s)
5 -wine bottles; 6 liquor & 1 beer bottle
4 1/2 beer cans
Select Artifacts found in Unit 4N10E
included:
• .44 Henry Flat shells (1860-1870)
• One lead rifle ball & 1 .56.46 Spencer
• Four vintage ca.1860s metal buttons
• One “Kaolin” white clay pipe frag.
• One metal boot heel plate piece
• One boot or shoe eyelet (320-151)
• Two metal suspender adjusters
• Two white glass buttons
• Seven aquamarine colored glass
fragments of possible vase or dish.

Figure 250. Map: “Personal Group of Historic Artifacts Analysis cf Categories”
					
CA-TEH-2105H
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T

PERSONAL GROUP
SUMMARY

he site’s recovery of Personal Group artifacts includes a diverse mix from a site that experienced more than one period of use. Such a mixture, from several .44 Henry Flat cartridge shell
fragments that spanned 1860 to 1934, to one “Lee” workwear button that was manufactured
1927 to 1935, are typical of historic sites in California.
The Personal Group items found heavily favor male items and male activities over female
artifacts and activities during all the periods of use. These include: gun shell pieces, men’s work clothing and accoutrements, as well as a substantial refuse assemblage of later period tobacco and liquor
product indulgences.
Regarding artifacts that point to women’s personal use, recovered were: seven dainty aquamarine glass fragments with one “lily pad” motif (Fig. 179 from Unit 4N10E); the miniature perfume
bottle (Fig. 188 from Unit 6N2E E1/2), and the isolated find of one turquoise and silver brooch (Fig. 257
below from the site’s SW quadrant). There were no obvious children’s toys or game pieces found.
Men’s only clothing and accoutrements were found clustered mostly in Unit 4N10E and in the
Feature 2 trench. In Unit 4N10E two suspender adjustments (Fig. 264), two white buttons (Fig. 262),
one shoe or boot eyelet (Fig. 268) and one -metal boot heel plate were recovered (Fig. 249).
In Unit 3N1E found: one buckle of a vest or pants was found (Fig. 267). In Unit 3N2E was one
Lee workwear metal button (Fig. 263). In Unit 3N3E, recovered was one strap adjuster (Fig. 265) and
one-half of a boot’s leather sole, man’s size 11 or slightly larger (Fig. 269).
One cluster of Health and Cosmetic related items collected occurred in Unit 3N3E and/or its
vicinity. Recovered were: one nondescript white glass cosmetics or toiletry bottle, two fragments of what
appear to be one ovoid-shaped tin pillbox (See Fig. 255), and one whole Alka-Seltzer “tube” bottle with
cap made in 1937 (See Figures 203, 205). Elsewhere at the site were four more diagnostically confirmed
medicinal and/or apothecary bottles. They are: one partial light-aqua colored medicinal elixir bottle
with indented side panels (320-070) from Unit 3N2E; one partial prescription or patent medicine bottle
(320-472 and 320-473) from the SW quadrant; one “1935” whole tablets and salts bottle (320-281) from
Feature 1 (See Fig. 216), as well as one partial Lash’s Bitters bottle (1902-1905) from Unit 6N2E E1/2
(Figures 182-187). Two more old-appearing possible medicinal type bottles were both recovered from
Feature 1, namely: one aqua glass lip fragment (Fig. 223) and one clear glass lip fragment (Fig. 224).
Liquor and tobacco indulgences appear never to have been in short supply. Tobacco items included: one white (kaolin) clay pipe fragment (See Fig. 249); one Copenhagen Company snuff tobacco
lid (Fig. 253); and one AM/PM Convenience Stores cigarette lighter (Fig. 254).
Recovered from the Feature 1 “Depression/Refuse fill” were: eight whole liquor and/or spirits
bottles whose range when made were 1940 -1945, as well as three whole wine bottles (ca. 1941-1957)
one amber glass beer bottle (1947), and 4 1/2 beer cans of cone top and flat top varieties (ca. 19351972) Incidentally, there were more of these type bottles and cans observed in the depression that
were not collected!
Miscellaneous/Other Personal Group items of interest recovered included: one WW II aluminum canteen (Fig. 274 from the Corral, Feed Shed, Windmill location) and one “1939”California
automobile license plate (Fig. 388 from Feature 1 Depression at 48-60”).
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B. PERSONAL GROUP CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

1. Indulgences: Liquor and Drugs			
		
a. Whiskey/Whisky/hard liquor bottles
		
b. Ale/beer cans or bottles
		
c. Wine & champagne bottles
		
d. Ceramic containers
		
e. Liquor drinking glasses (shot glasses or wine glasses)
		
f. Drugs
		
g. Other
2. Indulgences: Tobacco					
		
a. Tobacco tins/containers
		
b. Smoking pipes
		
c. Chewing tobacco/snuff & other containers
		
d. Other

3. Health and Cosmetic
		
a. Medicine/Apothecary bottles			
		
b. Soda/Mineral water bottles
		
c. Grooming (includes combs, shaving, hair tonic bottles)
		
d. Perfume bottles/vials
		
e. Mirrors
		
f. Other (vaccination bottles)			
4. Clothing and Accoutrements				
		
a. Ornamentation/jewelry
		
b. Buttons & snaps
		
c. Buckles (shirt snaps/suspenders)
		
d. Shoes/Boots
		
e. Other Clothing Parts (Eyelets/Grommets/Material)
		
f. Sewing
		
g. Other
5. Personal
		
a. Toys/Games
		
b. Medals/Souvenirs
		
c. Luggage/Trunks/Cases
		
d. Writing/ink containers			
		
e. Money
		
f. Other (Includes watches/eye glasses/etc.)
6. Firearms (Armaments) 		
		
a. Guns/gun parts
		
b. Shells/Bullets
		
c. Lead shot
		
d. Black powder containers
		
e. Other
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PERSONAL GROUP
ARTIFACTS

			

1		

2		

3		

4

Figure 251. Four styles of beer or soda drink cans all recovered from Feature 1 at 0-48 inches.
1- Specimen 320-340 dates about 1972 w/ “Please Don’t Litter” and “Dispose Properly” embossed on its top,
with pull-tab (introduced in 1960s). Note: Aluminum cans for beer began in 1959 with Coors, the first to introduce
such.
2 -320-401 Flat-Top beer can, which were first introduced in 1935, with the Vaughan Novelty Company’s onepiece can top pierce/bottle opener combination, also known as a “church key” (Adkison 2002:2.11).
3 & 4 - Cone-Top beer cans (320-338 and 320-339) started also in 1935 but manufacturing of them finished
in1959. Soft drink cone-top cans also were used in the early 1950s (Adkison 2002:2.27).
Figure 252. This Crown Cap (320-304) with 21 “corrugations” (no older than
1920s) was recovered from Feature 1 at 0-48 inches. A product by William
Painter, Baltimore Md., was invented in 1889 and patented in 1892. Volume
production began in 1897 but by 1905 less than 25% of the bottles were using
the crown because it required a new type of bottle. However, the Owens Machine
hastened the change. Composition cork liners were introduced around 1908 and
aluminum liner faces were first used in 1916. Twist-off crown on threaded bottle
tops were introduced in the 1960s.

ACTUAL SIZE

About corrugations - Before standardization in the 1920’s, the number of corrugations on the cap varied from 20 to 22, with the standard settling on 21. “This
type was used on early beer cans” (Adkison 2002:2.8).
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PERSONAL GROUP
ARTIFACTS
(Indulgences: Tobacco)

Figure 253a and b. This (320-305) partial Copenhagen snuff or
dipping tobacco lid (right) was collected from Feature 1 at 0-48
inches. Its period of use was between 1870-1905, probably.
The “C” over “W” logo stood for Copenhagen snuff by Weyman
& Brothers Company of William and Benjamin Weyman whose
father, George Weyman, was the Copenhagen snuff inventor
in 1822 in his tobacco shop in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, not
Denmark!
The lid design is identical to the lid design (above)
retrieved from ebay on 12/24/2006, which reads on its side
packaging that it was still affiliated with the National Tobacco
Company. According to the U.S. Tobacco Company’s corporate
headquarter’s web site, “Following their father’s death, the two
sons, in 1870, officially adopted the name Weyman & Bro.” and
in 1905 “Weyman & Bro. is acquired by the American Tobacco
Company. Retrieved Online from:
<http://www.fundinguniverse.com/company/histories/UST-IncCompany-History.html>

		

ACTUAL SIZE
Drawing by Janice Newton

ACTUAL SIZE

Figure 254. Plastic AM/PM Convenience Stores cigarette lighter (320-296) was also collected from Feature 1 at 0-48 inches, amber gold color. Convenience stores first opened
in 1975; first store opened in southern California in 1978; and started franchising in 1979.
Hence, this artifact dates “circa. 1979.”
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PERSONAL GROUP
ARTIFACTS
(Health and Cosmetics)

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 255.Collected from 3N3E at 0-6” depth,
the contents of this partial ovoid shaped tin, with
friction lid, is believed to have been of a medicinal
or apothecary nature. This small container was
recovered as two fragments, half its bottom and
about one-fifth its lid.
Approx. dimensions: 2” x 3/4” x 1/4.”
No date is assigned to this artifact. The
notion that health and cosmetic items were used
in or around the vicinity of Unit 3N3E in ca. 1930s,
stems from the facts that one partial white glass
hand ointment or Mentholatum jar and one whole
Alka-Seltzer bottle (1937) were discovered (See
Figures 202 and 204 in A. Bottles and Glass s
for Unit 3N3E).

REDUCED 60% OF ACTUAL SIZE
Approx. 3 3/4” wide x 4 1/4” high (at shoulder) x 1”deep
Its mouth opening has a 1/2” diameter.
Product contents unidentified.
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Figure 256. Further research about this artifact’s
original contents is needed. Discovered in the SW
quadrant by a metal detector sweep and fairly
close to the Hi Good cabin flat, is this partial,
flattened, flask-shaped tin container (320-475)
with lapped seams. Its lapped seams reflect the
broad period of use, “circa 1840 to 1900” (Adkison
2002:2.7).
It is only placed in the Health and Cosmetics category as a possible talcum powder tin.
However, this vintage artifact was also shown to
gunsmithing authority Jim Wages, Lassen Community College Gun Shop (2007). When asked
whether this container could have contained black
powder, he said “It just might be that. I have a
black powder container a bit like this one only
larger. But yours is older, so it is possible.”

PERSONAL GROUP
ARTIFACTS
(Clothing and
Accoutrements)

Figure 257. This 1” diameter silver with turquoise pendant (320-476) was discovered during a metal detector
sweep in the SW corner of the SW quadrant, and is one of the few definite female associated artifacts found
at the site. Tehama County Museum curator Darrell Mullins learned from a jeweler that this particular turquoise
variety originates from New Mexico, of Zuni petite point tradition.

Figure 258. This decorative or ornamental
fragment (320-003) may have come off a
hat band or saddlery gear. Two of its starshaped points are missing. It is made of
rusted ferrous metal and appears to have
a missing back.
The hypothesis that this “star” might be
from a spur rowel with jingle bob has been
ruled out because such a piece would be
two sided, and made of heavier brass or
steel and nickeled. A number of similar
decorative artifacts were noted in the 2007
and 2008 excavations.

ACTUAL SIZE

Figure 259. From Sears, Roebuck &
Co.Catalogue,1902. p.1014, image of such
a tinsel star on a Sombrero.
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Figure 260. These vintage metal buttons
were recovered in the same vicinity as
the possible Hi Good gun shells (Left
to Right) 1st and 2nd from Unit 4N10E;
third from Road Segment #2. If they are
the one piece cast metal type, they “date
to ca. 1800 -1860” (Atkinson 2002:4.8).
However, if they are “two piece pressed
metal button style buttons, they date
“post-1870” [Atkinson (2002:4.8). See
also Olsen (1963:551-554)].

Figure 261. Two piece
Sander ’s button with
shank, which dates
“ca.1830 - present”
(Atkinson 2002:4:8).
Recovered from Unit
4N10E.

Figure 262. Four-hole glass buttons.
The two outside are from Unit 2S12E.
The two inside are from Unit 4N10E.
(L to R): 320-053, 320-160, 320-161,
and 320-611.

Ms. Jean Svadlenak, consultant for the Lee Jeans Museum in Merriam, Kansas,
sent this e-mail received 9/5/2007:

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 263. This Lee
Jeans button (320-069)
was found in 3N2E. Its
period of use has been
determined to be 19271935. A second Lee Button was recovered in the
2007 field class from Unit
6N1E.

Dear Mr. Burrill:
In response to your inquiry regarding the Lee buttons found in your recent
dig:
The button in question was used on Lee workwear, particularly overalls called
“Whizits” by Lee because they zipped up the front. These were manufactured from
1927-1935. Lee actually ran a national campaign in 1927 to name this garment, offering $1,000 in cash prizes. The button was later used on flier suits manufactured
by Lee during World War II.
The H.D. Lee Company began to produce work wear in Salina, Kansas in 1911.
As the demand for work wear increased and he expanded the business, they moved
their headquarters to Kansas City, Missouri in 1917.
I noticed in your one-page specimen report a mention of “Ishi in Oroville was
dressed September 1, 1911 in ... overalls called “Can’t Bust ‘Ems.” These overalls
would have been made by a company known as Eloesser-Heynemann, based in
San Francisco. Lee bought that company in 1946 along with the trademark name
“Can’t Bust “Em” in order to fulfill Lee’s production needs for other denim garments.
I hope this information helps!
Jean Svadlenak
Consultant to Museums
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ALL
ACTUAL SIZE

(except Fig. 22 below)

Figure 264. Metal suspender
adjusters from Unit 4N10E.

Figure 267. Buckle
to pant or vest
from Unit 3N1E.

Figure 265. Strap
adjuster from Unit
3N3E.

Figure 268.
Shoe eyelet
from Unit 4N10E.

50% ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 269. This leather boot sole
(320-221) with two composite plugs
was recovered from Unit 3N3E. Its age
remains undetermined. It measures approximately a man’s size 11.
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Figure 266. Metal
suspender slider piece
from Unit 6N2E E1/2.

PERSONAL GROUP
ARTIFACTS

(Clothing and Accoutrements)

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 270.

Figure 271.

Specimen		
Horizontal
Number		
Provenience		
Depth		
320-307		
Feature 1		
0-48”		
								

Description
White metal fastener
Possibly used for raincoat

This fastener, strap tensioning buckle, although probably of more modern cuprous brass functioned conceivably
like the Kootz patent buckle, which, as advertised (above) in the Sears, Roebuck & Co. Catalogue, 1902, p.
1151, “can be buckled or fastened with the slightest turn of the wrist.” This fastener devise is affixed with others
vertically in a row onto the right side of an Ulster (a man’s heavy duty coat made of ten ounce water-proof duck);
also similar to a men’s raincoat.
The US Patent reference is Dec, 1899 Kootz et. al., as listed Online at:
		

<http://www.freepatentsonline.com/4229862.html>
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Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience
Depth		
320-001
6N2E E1/2
0-6”		
						

Description				
Lip and neck stoneware fragments (3)
Possible stoneware ink bottle

Date
Undetermined

These stoneware “flat lip” fragments (Figures 272a & below) remain a curiosity. According to ceramics specialist Barbara Woodrum who studied the three fragments, they evidently appeared to be “unglazed.” If so, they
would be “porous, water permeable.” Therefore, she added, “It is doubtful that they held liquid.”
Woodrum’s observation appears corroborated in one part of Switzer’s (1974:68-69) description, which reads,
“The brown salt glazed bottles have flat unglazed bases.” Apparently both this stoneware vessels’ base and
neck/lip areas were made “unglazed” while its body was glazed. This may explain why it was functional for
“liquid” ink after all.
The stoneware “flat lip” fragments
								
(Fig. 272) recovered from Unit 6N2E
E1/2, may have come from an ink
bottle like this P. & J. Arnold ink bottle
(Fig. 273), recovered in 2003, during
the archaeological dig (RT-IF-240) of
today’s Reno’s Amtrak Railroad Depot, Reno, Nevada. Artifact on exhibit
inside Reno’s Depot, photographed
by author in 2008.

Figure 272a.

According to Switzer (1974:6869) the wheel-thrown stoneware ink
bottles date ca. 1850-1876. Class
VI, Type 2 product were made by J.
Bourne & Son. The product came in
cases of 24. The cylindrical, brown
salt glazed bottles have flat unglazed
bases, slightly concave conical shoulders and relatively wide flaring collars
with flat lips. Also, each bottle was
impressed on the side, near the base:
“VITREOUS STONE BOTTLES/J.
BOURNE & SON,/PATENTEES/
DENBY 7 CODNER PARK POTTERIES /NEAR DERBY./P. & J.ARNOLD/
LONDON.”
Figure 273. (Cat. #588)

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 272b. Three fragments of
possible ink bottle. Dimensions of
mouth: Outside diameter is 1 1/4
inches and inside diameter 2/3
inch. Is not the stain on the inside
on the one fragment of green ink
residue?

Dimensions: Height, 7”. Diameter of base 3”. Diameter of the neck
(outside) 113/16”s, while 1 inch for the inside. [Note: This outside
diameter approximates the 1 1/4” outside diameter measured for the
three “flat lip” fragments found (See Fig. 25 caption).
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Artifact 320-412, a military issue, welded aluminum canteen found by the tin feeding shed, is of
probable WW II origin as determined by Karen H. Bacquet’s letter of September 2, 2005 (See attached).
Three generations of “George Roberts” have lived in Tehama County, and the George Roberts (born in
1949) contacted did confirm that his father, now deceased, did serve in the Pacific during WWII, and
was “part of the final phase of that war.” The numbers: 681745 would comply with the “final phase”
of that war if the #6 signified its Company w/with the date of issuance probably, August 17, 1945.
However, Mr. Mike Schneider of Veterans’ Services Office, 1205 Main Street, Susanville, CA
96130, who was given a glossy photo of the canteen and conferred with local veterans, responded by
telephone (2/7/07) that: “The embossed #681745 numbers are production or serial numbers from the
factory. The canteen was put into a canvas bag, called the canteen holder, which went on the soldier’s
belt.” February 7, 2007. The canteen is missing its screw on cap and canvas bag holder. Military issue; embossed w/ “Geo. Roberts” and Factory serial #681745

Figure 274.
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Figure 275. Letter about the canteen, 320-412.
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T

3. Hi Good Related Firearms & Ammunition Findings

hree gun types are attributed to what Hi Good used during 1857 - 1865, which were his pioneer
Indian fighter years, based on oral history and published sources collected (See Gun Inventory below). All three respective ammunition types were found at the Hi Good Cabin site during
2003-2004, with the .44 Henry Flat cartridge casing for the Henry Repeating Rifle having the highest
frequency. Of the sixty-seven (67) total armament or firearm pieces collected, twenty-one (31.3%) were
.44 Henry Flat rimfire brass cartridge casings!
Besides the .44 Henry Flats, four .56 .46 special shaped “bottle-necked” rimfires used by the
Spencer Sporting Rifle were recovered, and one lead rifle ball, approx. .36, the kind used in mainly
muzzle-loading squirrel rifles or as size 000 buckshot for either breech or muzzle loading shotguns.

Figure 276. Henry Repeating Rifle that used the .44 Henry Flat. Developed by Benjamin Tyler Henry (“H’).
This lever-action repeating rifle was one of the milestones of modern arms and ammunition. Toward the end of
the Civil War, several Henry rifles were in service. In 1866, the Henry Repeating Arms Company was changed
to the Winchester Repeating Arms Company. Coupled with its “sure fire” dual firing pin indentations, it was reliable and deadly. Its magazine was set “under the barrel,” carrying 15 rounds. Starting with one in the chamber,
made 16 rounds. After each firing, the lever is operated “throwing” the empty case out the top of the action, while
simultaneously cocking the rifle. Closing the lever loads another cartridge from the magazine into the chamber
to be fired, and the operation repeats itself.
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THE THREE GUN TYPES USED BY HI GOOD
(1) Gun type: Henry Repeating Rifle
Number of shells found at site: Twenty-one .44 caliber Henry Flat rimfires.*
Operation type: Repeating action. Lever action for 16 rounds of which 15 			
rounds are held in its magazine under the barrel.
Sources: Weapon used by Hi Good to kill the Old Doctor (Waterman 1918:58). The Henry also
used by Indian fighter Fred Schuler in 1866 (Judge Gans Scrapbook preserved Tehama County’s
Library, Red Bluff.)
Vintage: 1860 to 1866, the years when the Henry was manufactured by the New Haven Arms
Co. Henry rifles were in the hands of Civil War Union soldiers by mid 1862. Developed by Benjamin Tyler Henry (“H’), this lever-action repeating rifle was one of the milestones of modern
arms and ammunition.
The .44 Henry cartridge was manufactured from 1860-61 to 1934 (Barns and Skinner
1993:445). The .44 Henry also works in the Colt Model 1871-1872 “open top” single action
revolver (Flayderman 2001:85).
(2) Gun type: Spencer Sporting and Spencer Military Carbine
Number of shells found at site: four -.56 .46 caliber “bottle-necked” rimfires.
Operation type: Repeating action by raising the lever for 7-rounds located in the stock.
Sources: Michael Hamilton’s Vina oral history told to him by Ephraim Leininger (1889-1972)
and C. Roy Carmichael. Use of Spencer also mentioned in Kroeber (1961:84-85) regarding the
purported Kingsley Cove massacre that did not involve Hi Good. Apparently, Hi Good’s gun
wound to his thigh resulted from one of the Mill Creeks who had been “well armed with the
Spencer rifle” (Delaney 1872; Anderson 1909:46-47).
Vintage: 1866, the year when J. H. Spencer began its manufacture, continuing until the firm failed
in 1869. Winchester bought up the surplus guns and Spencer patents, but did not manufacture
them. The .56 .46 cartridge has been obsolete since before WW I, but “loaded” to 1919 (Barnes
and Skinner 1993:377).
(3) Gun type: Muzzle-loader, “Kentucky” or “Pennsylvania” Rifle
Number of shells found at site: one - approximately .36 caliber lead ball
Operation type: Single shot muzzle loading type. Its user must reload each time to shoot.
It takes a measured charge of powder pushed down into the barrel. One lead ball is placed in
a patch of lubricated buckskin or cloth (called a patch) and both are rammed down the barrel.
Place a cap for a percussion (fill the pan for a flintlock). Cock back the hammer, aim, and fire.
Sources: “While he was gone, the boy took down the Kentucky rifle” and “shot him [Hi Good]
a couple of times” (Weston 1955:5).
Vintage: 1763 to Present. “The lead ball was used first by the flintlock muzzle loaders. But in
the 1830s there began a conversion to cap and ball percussion muzzle loaders. The latter was in
common use by 1865” (R. H. Chamberlain, Jim Wages and John Martin, firearms consultants.)
____________
* During 2007, four more .44 Henry Flats were recovered from Unit 5N9E. In 2008, five more
.44 Henry Flats were recovered from Unit 3N9E. Total of thirty .44 Henry Flats found from
2003-2008.
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.44 HENRY FLAT RIMFIRE
CARTRIDGE

.56 - .46 SPENCER “NECKED”
RIMFIRE CARTRIDGE

LEAD RIFLE BALL FOR MUZZLE-LOADERS
OR AS BUCKSHOT SIZE 000

FIGURE 277.

THE THREE AMMUNITION TYPES
USED BY HI GOOD AND FOUND AT THE SITE

Figure 278. Leather rifle scabbard is visible in this early photo of an unnamed sheep herder. The photo shows
how the rifle is packed when traveling on horseback. His rifle hangs on the near-side of his horse in an open
ended leather rifle scabbard (with attaching straps) under his stirrup leather with its butt towards the front. Reprinted from page 69 in Eleanor Simpson Briggs, ed.1996 Early Day Sheep Drives from Tehama County. Tehama:
Tehama County Museum Foundation.
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* Property owner Mike Hamilton,
prior to the start of the excavation
also found in the proximity of the
oak tree: two - .44 (“H” & “No
letter”), plus one .56-.46 Spencer
brass cartridge casing fragments
and one Spencer “spent slug”(See
also Fig. 281).

(None)

SW

SE

.44 (“No letter”) and .44 (“P”)
on headstamps

Figure 279. Figure 279. Map: Firearms ammunition distributions for the: twenty-one .44 Henry Flats with
headstamps (“H” or “P” or “No letter” visible on headstamp); four total - .56-.46 Spencer firearm pieces, and,
one - lead rifle ball used in a muzzle loader.
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Specimen
Number
1-308
2-309		
3-310		
4-311		
5-348		
6-351		

Horizontal
Provenience
Feature 1		
Feature 1		
Feature 1		
Feature 1		
Feature 1
Feature 1		

Description 				
12 g. shotgun; Rem-Peters
“9MM “Luger” WIN”
.22 long HS: “CCI”		
.22 “Super X” long rifle
.30-06 [Springfield] 48-60”
.30-06 [ Springfield] 48-60”

Historical Dates
1934; 1960 or later
1902; very recent
1960 or later
1960 or later
1895, recent
1895, recent

7-445		
NE Quad		
8-477		
SW Quad		
9-478		
SW Quad		
10-415
SE Quad		
11-416
SE Quad		
12-417
SE Quad
13-418
SE Quad		
14-419
SE Quad		
15-420
SE Quad		
16-421
SE Quad		
17-422
SE Quad		
					
18-423
SE Quad		

.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”
1860 - 1934
.45 caliber [probably] .452
no date
.45 caliber [probably] .452
no date
.44 Henry Flat HS: none
1860? 1872-1944
.45 Colt single action Army
1873 developed
.38 rimfire; brass shell casing
no date
.44 Henry Flat HS: “P”
1872-1878 or 1887-1944
.32 SpecialHS:32 Special/UMC ca. 1895
.32 Winch.Special HS: WS/WRAC ca. 1895
.32 Winch. Special HS: UMC
1888 or later
.32 Special HS: REM-UMC
1911-1934

19-486
20-487
21-488
21-489
21-490
24-492
25-493
26-494
27-494
28-494

Road Seg #1
Road Seg #1		
Road Seg #1		
Road Seg #1		
Road Seg #1		
Road Seg #1		
Road Seg #1		
Road Seg #1		
Road Seg #1		
Road Seg #1		

12 g. shotgun; Rem-Peters
1934, 1960 or later
.223 Military Cf HS: L.C. ’89
1989
.223 Military Cf HS: L.C. ’89
1989
.223 Military Cf HS: L.C. ’89
1989
.223 Military Cf HS: L.C. ‘84
1984
.22 “Super X” long rifle (W) 		
1960 or later
.22 “Super X” long rifle (W) 		
1960 or later
.22 long rifle				
1960 or later		
.22 long rifle				
1960 or later
.22 long rifle, HS: “U”		
1960 or later

29-516
30-533

Road Seg. #2
Road Seg. #3

.410 g. shotgun Cf			
.56-.46 Spencer necked

no date
1866 - 1919

31-552
32-553
33-554
34-555
35-556
36-557
37-558
38-550
39-551

Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4

.30 ”military” HS: S. L..& 45
.44 Henry Flat HS: “P”
.44 Henry Flat HS: “P”
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”
Minie ball lead .54 		
Minie ball lead .54		

1945
1872-1878or 1887-1944
1872-1878or 1887-1944
1860 - 1870 probable
1860 - 1870 probable
1860 - 1870 probable
1860 - 1870 probable
appearance “modern”
appearance “modern”

[Note: This one was chambered, not fired]

.32 Special HS: WIN SPL R-P
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Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience		
40-613
3N1E		
					
41-063
3N2E			
42-064
3N2E		
43-250
3N3E			
44-251
3N3E			

Description 				
Historical Dates
.45-90 HS: WRA.Co. .45 90 WCF ca. 1886
(Donnelly 2004:358)
.30 HS:Rem UMC 25-3.		
1911- 1934
.25-35 				
1895, no older than
.45 Automa. Colt revolver 		
1912, November
.38 rimfire HS:“U” 			
1912 or later

45-138
46-139
47-140
48-141
49-142
50-143
51-144
52-145
53-146
54-147
55-148
56-149
57-150
58-153

4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		
4N10E		

.44 Henry Flat HS: “P” 		
1872-1878 probably
.44 Henry Flat HS: None
1860? 1872-1944
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H” 		
1860 - 1870 probable
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H” 		
1860 - 1870 probable
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H” 		
1860 - 1870 probable
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H” 		
1860 - 1870 probable
.44 Henry Flat HS: “P” 		
1872- 1878 probable
.44 Henry Flat HS: None		
1860? 1872-1944
.41 Long Colt (brass case=1.130”) ca. 1895
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H” 		
1860 - 1870 probable
.56-.46 Spencer “necked” 		
1866 - 1919
Lead rifle ball approx. .36
[pre 1840s era]
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H” 		
1860 - 1870 probable
(See Fig.36 below)
		
no date

59-026

6N2E, E 1/2
				

Specimen
Number

57-320-153

12 g. shotgun 			
“PetersTarget”

Horizontal
Provenience Depth			

4N10E

0-6”			

1887 to 1934

Description			

Metal cylinder with pins
Length 7/8”
Diameter approx. 3/16”
Badly corroded.
Possibly a ram rod for
a muzzle loader/undetermined

Comments: “Possibly a piece from a ramrod for a muzzle
loader, for pins protrude on both sides used to pin something inside. It is a very small caliber, however. Corrosion
may have shrunken its original diameter.” --Jim Wages,
Gunsmithing Department, Lassen College, Susanville,
California.
Figure 280.
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5

6

8
7

Figure 281. The composite of the eight additional armaments found earlier by property owner Mike Hamilton
(MH) at the Hi Good Cabin site. These eight are part of his private collection, and were all found in the vicinity of the large oak tree that stands due east of the datum. These photos were taken by Bob Price on May 15,
2003.

Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience
Depth		
MH #1		
Hi Good site		
0-6”		
		
Found at base of Blue oak		
							

Description			
Date
.56-.46 Spencer rimfire
1866 - 1919
bottle necked (See Fig. 284)
Headstamp: “F.V.V. & Co.”

MH #2		
Hi Good site		
0-6”		
.32 long “cartridge loaded”				
								
Headstamp: “H”
MH #3 		

Hi Good site		

0-6”		

.56-.46 Spencer (spent slug) 1866-1919

MH #4 & #5 Hi Good site		
0-6”		
							
							
							
MH #6		
Hi Good site		
0-6”		
							
MH #7		
Hi Good site		
0-6”.		
							

.56-.46 Spencer rimfire
1866-1919
bottle necked
Headstamp: None discernible
Brass cartridge casing + broken; 			
.44 Henry Flat rimfire
1860? 1872 - 1944
Handstamp: None discernible
.44 Henry Flat rimfire
1860-1870 probably
Headstamp: “H”

MH #8		
Hi Good site		
0-6”		
							

.25 caliber, most likely					
brass cartridge casing

MH #9 .32 Winchester center fire brass cartridge casing found by Bob Price on 5/15/2003 and given to
Mike Hamilton.
#10 .30-06 Springfield found by Bob Price in Feature 1 “Depression” and assigned specimen #320-348.
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Figure 282a.

Figure 282b.

Figure 282a. The Spencer seven-shot repeater rifle. This weapon was a seven-shot repeater.This carbine is
the same used by Clint Eastwood in the movie “The Unforgiven”(1992). One such vintage Spencer carbine is
on exhibit inside the Anderson Historical Society Museum. Patent, March 1868. Approx. 50,000 were made
between 1863-1865.
Figure 282b. Illustrated is how the Spencer rifle’s magazine was in the butt, through which the gun was loaded.
illustrations from Army of the Cumberland and George Thomas Source: <http://www.aotc.net/Spencer.htm>

Figure 283. This Colt Model 1860 Army Revolver,
on display at Oroville’s Pioneer Memorial Museum,
also used .44 caliber bullets if it was converted.
Dick Chamberlain thinks that the chances that the
new Colt Model 1871-1872 “open top” single action
revolver (Flayderman 2001:85) was used at the Hi
Good site is very unlikely “because so few of them
were made.” Note: This gun might be cap & ball and
not converted to .44
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Interview with R. H. Chamberlain, Firearms Authority
R. H. Chamberlain is a retired educator, holds an Ed.D. degree, and is a lifelong student of antique
American firearms. His articles have appeared in The Gun Report and similar publications for fifty years as well
as others dealing with local history. Included here are some of Mr. Chamberlain’s interpretations and comments
provided this researcher with great appreciation during 2004 - 2007.

About the Lead Rifle Ball Found
The writer told Dick Chamberlain that there was only the one source, Frank Weston (1955:5),
who used the name “Kentucky Rifle,” and attributed it as one of Hi Good’s guns. Weston’s talk was
originally a wire recording done when he was 85 years old. Can this original wire recording be found?
There very well could be more details that did not get included in the Wagon Wheels Vol. 5 (No. 1)
February 1955 article titled, “Hi Good, Indian Fighter.” Its length is only six paragraphs.
Weston (1955:5) wrote that “Hi Good often came to our house. The last time he brought a ton
of bacon to pack over to the mines in Idaho, Bear river, I think. My uncle Josh went along as guard.”
“Later on Hi Good took a good sized Indian boy from a family at Tehama. The boy was wild
and the man was afraid he couldn’t manage him. Hi thought he could handle him but this proved to
be Hi’s undoing.”
Weston also wrote, “Hi went down to the garden plot on a little slope below the house. While
he was gone, the boy took down the Kentucky rifle. When Hi came into view he shot him, shot him
a couple of times.”
The Simeon Moak source is even more vague about Hi Good’s probable muzzle loading gun
type. It is only sentence. Moak (1923:32) referenced what Indian Ned supposedly told Obe Field, “I
will take his gun and see if I can kill some squirrels.”
Upon hearing both of these accounts, Dick Chamberlain responded with these observations:
“Such a ‘squirrel rifle’ would likely use a ball in a muzzle loading rifle.” He added, “The name,
‘Kentucky rifle’ is a generic term used for a type of Pennsylvania rifle, which was a very long rifle that
was rarely seen in the west.
“About the one round (ball) projectile found, which approximates .36 in size, my guess is that
it was buckshot. A round projectile of that diameter suggests buckshot; one pellet of a buckshot load,
coming from a shotgun, a muzzle loading shotgun type. In 1870, they would have put several balls
down the gun’s muzzle, what I call buckshot. Buckshot throws out a pattern that is deadly to deer
and to humans, but shot from short range.
“But the lead rifle ball was the only one found there [at the site].” Apparently Dick Chamberlain expected that more round projectiles should have been found if it was indeed buckshot.
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About the .56-.46 Cartridges Found
In further discussion with R. H. Chamberlain, a conversation was held about the other gun
types credited to Hi Good, the Spencer and then the Henry repeating rifles.
Chamberlain provided a Spencer reference. Suydam (1960:121) wrote about the .56 -.46 (necked)
cartridge that it was used in Spencer sporting rifles and in their Spencer military carbines.”The latter
type was used mostly by cavalry units.
This now obsolete .56-.46 cartridge was made by the Spencer Company, as well as by other
companies, and “were in production or sold from 1862 to 1900.” Barnes and Skinner (1993:377 &
2002:446) indicate that this same Spencer Sporting Rifle cartridge “has been obsolete since before
World War I, but was cataloged until 1919.”

Figure 284. MH #4 & #5 shows this .56-.46 Spencer (brass cartridge casing fragment + broken 1/3 slug). Weight
of black powder, 48 grains. The.56 refers to the diameter of the case just above the rim. The .56 .46 Spencer
rimfire is “bottle-necked shaped.” Headstamp: nothing discernible. These two fragments were found by Mike
Hamilton by the oak tree due east of datum. Photo by Bob Price.

Figure 285. MH #1 The headstamp of
this .56-.46 Spencer reads, “F.V.V. &
Co.,” the initials of Fitch Van Vechten
& Co., New York City. This cartridge
type can be no older than 1866. It became obsolete before World War I, yet
remained for sale in the catalog until
1919. It was also found at the Hi Good
Site by property owner Mike Hamilton.
This firearms piece is also Fig. 281 #1
above. Photo by Bob Price.
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About the Henry Repeating Rifle and .44 rimfire Cartridges
At this writing some 19 early firearms pieces found at the Hi Good Cabin site are of Hi Good’s
era. Thomas Waterman (1918:58) learned from William J. Seagraves that in March of 1870, Good used
a “sixteen shot Henry repeater” rifle to kill the Indians’ “Old Doctor.” But what became of Hi Good’s
Henry rifle?
This writer shared with firearms authority R. H. Chamberlain his curiosity about the vintage
Henry Repeating Rifle on exhibit inside Oroville’s Pioneer Memorial Museum at 2332 Montgomery
Street, Oroville, CA (See Fig. 286a & b and 287). It was thought it could be Hi Good’s gun, the “real
McCoy”! Perhaps a glamorous Law and Order ballistic test would someday be undertaken. This
museum’s exhibit case already has Robert Anderson’s “over under” double barrel (see Fig. 289 & 290
on page 409). Anderson fought alongside Hi Good against the Indians. One museum description of
Anderson’s rifle, written by Mr. Erving E. Ladd, reads, “Bob Anderson’s rifle used in the Indian uprising” (copy in Burrill Collection).

Figure 286a and b. The vintage 1860
-1866 Henry Repeating Rifle (fourth
rifle from top), whose accession card is
missing, is on exhibit inside Oroville’s
Pioneer Memorial Museum.Whether
this vintage Henry belonged to pioneer
Indian fighter Hi Good (1836-1870) remains unresolved. Staff member David
Dewey takes down the Henry for closer
examination by the author. Photos by the
author on October 10, 2006.

Henry Repeating Rifle
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About the Henry Rifle in the Oroville Museum
In October, 2006, the author secured the City of Oroville’s support to have the gun exhibit
case opened for a better photograph the guns of interest. Unfortunately, there is no accession card
whatsoever for the Henry Repeating Rifle on exhibit.
At the conclusion of 2004 at the Hi Good Cabin site, twenty-one (total) .44 Henry Flat rimfire
brass cartridge casing fragments had been recovered. Bottom line question: Were these spent cartridges
ejected from this same Henry lever action rifle that is in the Oroville museum? The author recruited
gun experts Dick Chamberlain of Flournoy along with Jim Wages and John Martin of Susanville to
conduct a comprehensive ballistics study.
Mr. Dick Chamberlain remains skeptical. The Henry in Oroville’s museum is quite old, and the
ammunition cartridge fragments unearthed at the site have been marred and degraded for well over a
century. Also, interchangeable parts were being used in new guns by the 1860s and 1870s. He believes
that there are simply too many factors that make ballistic studies of most vintage guns impractical.
The author proposed it might prove educational to find out what serial numbers were on the
Henry’s yellow brass receiver and/or maybe on its tangs. Dick Chamberlain said there are Henry gun
catalogs that can give the exact year when such and such a gun was manufactured. The year would
be 1860 to 1866.
Lastly, it was further explained by Dick Chamberlain that the Winchester Model 1866 Repeating Rifle that replaced the Henry, also used the .44 Henry cartridge. This means that the .44 Henry Flat
brass cartridge fragments collected at the site, could have been fired while Hi Good was alive from
someone’s new 1866 model Winchester. We only know that the 1866 Winchester rifle was not one of
the guns credited to Hi Good’s usage.

Figure 287. Whether this
vintage Henry belonged
to pioneer Hi Good remains unresolved.
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Figure 288. Oroville’s Pioneer Memorial Museum’s firearms display case contains both one vintage Henry
Repeating Rifle (on backside of the above exhibit case) as well as pioneer Indian fighter Robert A. Anderson’s
“double barrel” weapon (fifth rifle down from the top). Photo taken by Richard Burrill on June 19, 2004.

Figure 289. Museum caption: “Backwoods Gunsmith Made.”
Muzzle loading, Percussion, Over and Under Rifle. Approximately .72 Caliber. Parts from several guns were used.” About
this gun, on page 58 from Fighting The Mill Creeks (1909) by
Robert Anderson, he wrote, “They spied us before we were
fairly upon them, and away they went, dodging and ducking
through the thickets like frightened deer. I brought down one
with a shot from my double-barrel, but he was up and streaking
it through the brush before I could lay hands upon him.”
Figure 290. Accession Card #181 typed by Mrs. Florence
Danforth, founder of Oroville’s Pioneer Memorial Museum for
Robert Anderson’s “double-barrel” gun.
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One special study of the Henry rifle is proposed
Upon finalizing this report, one different tack of investigation was presented to the author by
both gunsmiths at Lassen College. What about looking at the breech face of the Henry? It was also
noticed that the .44 Henry Flat shell fragments have a raised or bulged edge on their headstamps. Jim
Wages offered, “If I can take a look at the breech face inside the Henry, I will be able to tell in short
order whether there is a match with certain shells found at the site. I can also make a dental casting
of the breech face for science, if I determine the situation merits it.
If this test is done, what will they find? That would be something if the mysterious Henry Rifle
in Oroville’s Pioneer Memorial Museum is traced to ammunition pieces that we have uncovered from
Hi Good sheep camp site in Acorn Hollow, Tehama County!

Figure 291a (left) Headstamp: “H” on the .32 long “ cartridge loaded” shell found by Mike
Hamilton. (See also this same gun shell in Fig. 281 above MH #2.)
Figure 291b (middle) Headstamp: None discernible on .44 Henry Flat found by Mike Hamilton
(See also this same gun shell in Fig. 281 above MH #6.)
Figure 43c (right) Headstamp: .44 Henry Flat found by Mike Hamilton (see also this same gun
shell in Fig. 281 above MH #7.) Photos by Bob Price on 5/15/ 2003.
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Interpretations about the “P” on the Headstamp of .44 Cartridges

Counting property owner Mike Hamilton’s two .44 Henry Flat shell fragments that he also
found earlier at the site, four (of the 21 total) have no decipherable letter on their headstamp, twelve
have the “H”, and five have the letter “P.”
It has been determined that the five with letter “P” stood for “Phoenix” of the Phoenix Metallic Cartridge Company (1872 -1878) and, starting in 1887 through1944, stood for Mr. G. Moore Peters
of Xenia, Ohio, who patented the famous cartridge-loading machine. Based on these dates, the five
with the “P” were not of Hi Good’s short-lived presence, 1866 to 1870. The five with the “P” on their
headstamp are: 320-523 and 320-524 recovered from Road Seg. #4; 320-138 and 320-144 from 4N10E;
and 320-418 from the SE quadrant (See Fig. 35 map).
The two .44 cartridge fragments with “P” found in Unit 4N10E, are probably from the earlier
Phoenix Metallic Cartridge Company, because Unit 4N10E has relatively older artifact associations,
such as: the 96.5% of cut nails versus wire nails; one .56-.46 Spencer cartridge shell, and the one lead
rifle ball found at the site.
It is furthermore inferred from the “P” shell fragments collected, that someone apparently
occupied or visited the Hi Good Cabin site, shortly after Hi Good’s death, who either used the same
Henry rifle, used another Henry, or maybe, used the new 1866 Winchester Repeating Rifle, which also
used the .44 rimfire cartridge. It was not a revolver that was used, for only rifles made the dual “sure
fire” indentations on the headstamps. All 21 .44 Henry Flats recovered bear the dual indentations.

History of the Headstamp “P”
Upon further research, not one but two different ammunition factories apparently made the
raised letter “P” on rimfire cartridges. They were the Phoenix Metallic Cartridge Company of South
Coventry (Tolland Co.) Connecticut and the Peters Cartridge Company of Kings Mills (Warren Co.)
Ohio. The respective dates for when these companies were in the armaments production business
reveal that the .44 gun cartridges with “P” headstamp can be no older than 1872, two years after Hi
Good’s death (See respective company histories below).
The Phoenix Metallic Cartridge Company of South Coventry, Connecticut, 1872-1878. “Raised,
Purchased by American Ammunition Company in 1878.” [Source: http://members.shaw.ca/cstein0/
usrim.htm; while this web site’s header reads,
“HEADSTAMP IDENTIFICATION North American RIMFIRE and I.P CARTRIDGES
UNITED STATES /CANADA / Mexico. Headstamps are all Impressed characters unless stated.”
According to Suydam (1960:104), “The Phoenix Company made a raised “P”. [And] “They
didn’t go into business until 1872” (Suydam (1960:163).
Future research: More information is undoubtedly to be found in the 2006 book by Frank
Krasnickas, Cartridges Of South Coventry [ ISBN: 1412089492].
The Peters Cartridge Company (and factory) “manufactured ammunition from 1887 to 1944.
Internet web sites confirm that “In 1885, G. Moore Peters of Xenia, Ohio, patented his cartridge-loading
machine [http://www.todayinsci.com/7/7_07.htm]. Peters’ ammunition factory’s “primary product
was fixed, loaded shotgun shells and semi-smokeless ammunition.” The Peters factory was originally
founded as a companion facility to the King Powder Company. They were located directly across the
Little Miami River from each other near Kings Mills (Warren County), in southwestern Ohio. On July
15, 1890, a tremendous explosion occurred at their Kings Mills factory. A plant train car colliding with
two load cars packed with 800 kegs of gun powder at the site. Eleven workers were instantly killed,
and several others died in emergency care. Thousands of cartridges had ignited, and a total amount
of 1,600 kegs exploded in chain reaction.
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Sources also report that because of Mr. Peters’ invention of the automatic cartridge loading
machine, his cartridge company became a great success. In the 1900s, their companion facility, the
King Powder Company, operated on the north bank of the Little Miami River, while Peters was on
the south bank.
On May 15, 1934, the Peters Cartridge Company facility was purchased by Remington for
$2.5 million. Remington continued to manufacture ammunition until the facility was closed as part
of a consolidation effort in 1944.
Future Research: Thomas D. Schiffer (2002) Peters & King: The Birth & Evolution of the Peters Cartridge
Co. & the King Powder Company: Iola, Wisconsin: Krause Publications, 2002. ISBN 0-87349-363-X; and
Charles R. Suydam (1960 ) The American Cartridge. Santa Ana, CA: G. Robert Lawrence.
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C. ARCHITECTURAL/STRUCTURAL GROUP
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Figure 292. Concentrated Brick Scatter.

C. ARCHITECTURAL/STRUCTURAL GROUP
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
1. Construction Hardware
		
a. Hand wrought nails
		
b. Square/Cut nails
		
c. Round/Wire (modern) nails
		
d. Spikes/Large Nails (6”and up)
		
e. Wood screws (machine screws)
		
f. Nuts/Bolts/Washers
		
g. Tacks/Staples
		
h. Wire (barbed, baling wire etc.)
		
i. Other
2. Construction Materials
		
a. Wood
		
b. Sheet tin/Corrugated tin
		
c. Brick & Mortar
		
d. Canvas/Eyelets
		
e. Window glass
		
f. Hinges/Latches/Doorknobs
		
g. Other
3. Furniture/Housewares
		
a. Lamps
		
b. Tables/Chairs, etc.
		
c. Appliances (Brooms/Fireplace
		
Equip./Clocks/etc.)
		
d. Other
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Figure 293. Map: “Architectural/Structural Group
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THE THREE STRUCTURES
at CA-TEH-2105H

STRUCTURE 1
Figure 294. Hi Good’s Cabin structure in Acorn Hollow, Tehama County, California,
based on the ca. 1920 photograph by Minnie Brown Leininger (see Fig. 108 on page 178)

STRUCTURE 2
Figure 295. “Collapsed Structure” (Feature 5) , which property owner, Mike Hamilton, believes was a former line cabin
dragged to this spot in the late 1930s. Photo by author taken
on 12/8/2001.

STRUCTURE 3
Figure 296.”Feed Shed,” which is part of the
Feature 8 Corral, Feed Shed Windmill complex.
Photo by the author on 2/17/2007.
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he artifacts assigned to the Architectural/Structural Group included only a handful of furniture and household fixtures. There were ample data found of considerable ranching construction, namely fence construction and fence maintenance work. Construction materials were high
in the nail count whereby cut nails (63.2%) outnumbered the common wire nails (38.8%). There were
enough nails to suggest several buildings were constructed, repaired, and/or maintained over time.
However, only three different structures are known to have stood at the site. The “Nails” analysis is
provided in this report’s Ch. 7. “Dating Determinations.”

The Three Known Structures

The Hi Good Cabin structure (Fig. 294 opposite) - The Hi Good Cabin structure is now gone,
save for a bunch of its bricks from its former chimney tower. It presumably was constructed in about
1866, or a little later. The cabin supported a large chimney (or vice versa), and appears from the 1920
photograph (See Fig. 108 on page 178) had board and batten type siding.
Board and batten — A long strip of squared lumber used to hold something in place as
a fastening against a wall, etc.; to straighten or fasten with battens” (Oxford Dictionary
and Thesaurus (1996). NY: Oxford University Press]. Navigator’s colloquialism said by
the sea captain when approaching hurricane weather -”We’d better batten down the
hatches!”
This structure was entirely gone, probably by ca. 1937, based on what long time local Norman
Leininger recalled (See pages181-184 of this report). Also, there is the Alka-Seltzer bottle find from
Unit 3N3E, with bottle maker’s year, 1937. It was covered in and amongst the brick chimney scatter.
This points to the notion that ’37 was about when the chimney tower collapsed.
The collapsed structure (Fig. 295 opposite) - Based on observing the several fallen timbers
and possible footing stones that mark the spot, this former structure was assigned as Feature 5 (See
interpretations and illustrations on pages 485-492). Property owner Mike Hamilton recalled on two
different occasions (Dec. 8, 2001 & April 10, 2003), mostly from his father that this location used to be
where an old “line cabin” used to stand; and that it had been dragged to the spot from farther down
the Acorn Hollow wash in 1928 or maybe 1936, “after the severe flooding that happened.” [Note:
“1937” was a big flood year].
Since the line shack was already built, only repair evidence may have been collected during
excavation. It appears that the galvanized roof jack found and collected (320-400) in the vicinity might
have been mounted on the its roof to serve a wood stove set inside (See Fig. 113, page 185). Collected
also is specimen 320-469 of two more large flattened roof jack metal pieces found in the NE quadrant.
They, too, are probably from the line shack’s roof.
The Feed Shed (Fig. 296 opposite) - A review of the three buildings included the still standing
feed shed, part of the corral and windmill complex (Feature 8). Fortuitously on March 3 and March
17, 2007, Jeff Lerch, who now lives and works in Chico, visited the Hi Good site. Back in the early
1970s, Jeff Lerch had “day waged” for former Hi Good site property owner, Charles Roy Carmichael
and his wife Laura. According to Lerch, folks called Carmichael’s wife, “Lille”). In 1974, Jeff Lerch also
“day waged” on Carmichael’s other ranch property in Portola (Plumas County), located two miles
from today’s WP Railroad Museum. At the Hi Good Cabin site, Lerch led this researcher and others
to the windmill’s cement foundation. He scraped off some mud and pointed to the date “8-30-1951”
and cattle brand “X0” of C. Roy Carmichael’s. It had been pressed into the wet cement the day that
the cement was poured for the new windmill structure. Jeff pointed and said, “I only remember that
that same feed shed and windmill were there when I was a worker.”
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Project sheep industry consultant and historian, Jack Haslem of Lassen County (2007) explained
what possible uses that Hi Good’s Cabin would have served at his sheep camp (station). Haslem
answered: “There were two reasons that the cabin served. One as a shelter; a place to stay; a place to
store goods.”
This researcher asked Haslem about the possibility of lambing shed structures being part of Hi
Good’s sheep camp back around 1870. He felt that most of the smaller sheep outfits like Good’s back
then did not have lambing sheds. Haslem added, “Lambing happened out on the range. During the
night, they would bring them in. During the day, they kind of tended to the ewes and lambs.”
Haslem alluded to the fact that he had done lambing out on the range himself. “If a mother
ewe was not letting its baby suck on its mother, we tied the mother ewe to a bush.”
Another possible use for the Hi Good Cabin with its brick chimney, was realized by this
researcher upon reading Ignacio Urrutia’s biography (Mallea-Olaetze 2000:59), which described Urrrutia’s lambing experiences in February in Idaho and how it was very cold. The biography reads,
. . . and when the lambs were born, they were wet, and they could freeze in just a
few minutes. As soon as the lambs gave birth, the mothers with their lambs were taken
inside a heated shed and put in individual pens”
The mention of using a “heated shed” called to mind the bricked chimney of the purported
Hi Good structure. Was not another function of the Hi Good cabin that it was used as a contingency
lambing shed during the cold winds and freezing rains of winter? Could Hi Good purposefully have
had the fire place constructed with hearth to help guarantee the success of his lambing seasons?
Also, Good’s neighbor and Indian hunter associate, Robert Anderson (1909:4) recalled how:
“In 1861, snow fell in the valley to the depth of six inches and lay on for two weeks.
That snow put me out of the cattle business.”
Harsh winters, like 1861, no doubt alarmed future ranchers. Perhaps Hi Good’s had the brick fire
place with hearth installed at his sheep station, as an insurance to guarantee successful lambing even
during harsh winters. Dry logs kindled in such a fire place, would produce a tremendous warmth in
just a couple of minutes. This heat generated this way occurs much faster than does a wood-burning
iron stove. All of this made “good sense” to Jack Haslem upon subsequent discussions. But arguably
the brick chimney may also have been constructed after Hi Good’s presence.
		
*		
*		
*		
*		
*
With this background established, what furniture and/or houseware fixtures, if any, are part
of the archaeological record?
Door hardware parts - Other household fixtures from the Hi Good Cabin are these three door
hardware parts:
• One Door strap hinge fragment (320-436) found in the NE quadrant.
• Three upright rim knob lock fragments (320-433a, b & c) found in NE and SE quadrants.
• One molded steel latch piece (320-119) found in Unit 4N10E. As aforementioned (and illustrated in Section A “Findings Related to the Presence of Hi Good”) its use remains indefinite, but
conceivably this metal piece was inside the door rim mounted lock (See Figures 29, 30 and 31 in report
section A. “Findings Related To Hi Good’s Presence.”)
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Window pane glass - The archaeological record also revealed Hi Good Cabin window pane
glass fragments that were uniformly thick and opalized. When taken together these 37 fragments
support the conclusion that there was certainly enough glass for at least one sturdy window.

The glass fragments were recovered from all three of Feature 2’s trench units. Unit 3N2E had the highest number with 17
fragments. Unit 3N3E had 15 fragments. Unit 3N1E had four of
which two were the largest of all the fragments; and one more
fragment of the same 1/8” thick, opalized window pane glass type
was recovered from Unit 6N2E E1/2.
Probable evidence for an oil or kerosene lamp (See Fig.
297) From Unit 4N10E, and during the 2003-2004 field work,
there was what appears to be 54 fragments of lamp chimney
glass recovered. Lamp chimney’s telltale traits are:
(1) It is normally clear glass that is almost egg-shell thin.
(2) This egg-shell thin glass is also slightly curved or
rounded.
(3) There are no seams due to their turn mold manufacture.		
These 54 fragments are illustrated in Fig. 176 on page
324.
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Figure 297. Hurricane chimney
style oil lamp. This small pre1850 oil lamp stands approx.
11 inches tall from its base to
the top of its glass chimney.
The base stands approx. 7 1/4
inches tall from the base to the
top of the burner. This photo was
seen on ebay on 10/26/2007.

Upholstery Tacks versus Trunk Tacks - Three small upholstery
“tacks” (Fig. 298) were found. Two were recovered from Unit
2S12E and one from Unit 3N1E. They are the kind of tacks
used for upholstering furniture, such as a comfort chair or
couch. Have we upholstery tacks from broken and cast away
furniture over time? Or was there a resident carpenter who
built furniture? These small tacks (one of size 4 and two of
size 8) could have been for a chair or stool or foot rest or sofa
or divan kept inside the rough Hi Good Cabin.

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 298. Three “Upholstery
Tacks.” Upper left tack was recovered from Unit 3N1E, while the other two were found in Unit 2S12E.

Trunk tacks versus 2p cut nails? Closely resembling upholstery tacks are the three so-named “trunk tacks”(320-152)
recovered from Unit 4N10E (Fig. 299). Are these properly
labeled? They are, of themselves, very close to being 2d cut
nails, such as the two such smallest of nails recovered from
Unit 3N3E (Right side in Fig. 299). A preliminary Internet
search, however, shows that most trunk tacks, as opposed
to cut iron nails, are usually made of brass. Further research
will surely sort this all out.
Five wood screws (Fig. 300) were recovered from Unit 6N2E
E1/2. Were they perhaps from tables and chairs that accommodated what appears to have been an outdoor cooking
station alongside the ranch road where the several cast iron
stove parts were recovered?

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 299.
Three tacks and two 2d cut nails.
The tacks were recovered from Unit
4N10E, while the two cut nails are
from Unit 3N3E.

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 300.
Five wood screws all collected
from Unit 6N2E E1/2, with specimen numbers: 320-005, 320-006,
320-007 (2) and 320-008.
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Bricks Used and Bricks Observed
There was a plethora of bricks observed in the Hi Good Cabin flat, believed to be from the
collapsed chimney tower and fireplace hearth (See Fig. 108). A chimney can be seen in the vintage ca.
1920 “Hi Good Cabin” photograph, although the very top portion of the tower is cut off. With this
said, this author’s estimate is that “at the most” 1,440 bricks
were used for the chimney’s construction. This figure is on the
high side, however, for some basaltic river cobbles, as well as
one prehistoric ground stone fragment were used as chimney
materials as well. [Note: The 1,440 total is based on: (1) the
dimensions of one whole brick being about 2” x 4” x 8”and (2)
the estimated chimney dimensions being 3 1/2 feet x 3 1/2
feet x 10 feet tall.].
What percentage of the chimney remains were excavated? It is conjectured that to date about 25% of the chimney/
fireplace hearth remains have been excavated. This is because
about 350 bricks, all total, were observed (of which: about 150
bricks were exposed in Feature 2 trench; the surface brick scatter
for the entire flat comprised about 75-100 bricks; and another
75 -100 bricks were observed during the excavation of Feature
1 Depression (See also Fig. 338 drawing in Feature 2 section).
Only six whole bricks, six brick fragments, and about twelve
mortar fragments were collected (See Catalog).
Evidence of ranching construction and maintenance
work - Easily predicted was the presence of fencing materials,
namely baling and barbed wires, followed by fence staples,
tacks, washers, bolts, and wood and machine screws joined by
cut and round nails.
One strand of 1878 barbed wire was found —Collected
from the Feature 1 “Depression” at 0-48” was one 15” length
of barbed wire (320-304) that was surprisingly older when
matched and dated (Fig. 302). It is the Kittleson Half-hitch
style, which began in 1878, ascertained by matching it with
a display board that was “for sale” and now gone, observed
inside Susanville’s Pardner’s Inc. Store located at 702-100
Johnstonville Road. The board was titled, “History of Barbed
Wire”

Approx. 40% ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 302. Strand of Kittleson Half-hitch,
1878, barbed wire. Patented by Ole O. Kittleson of Milan, Illinois, in 1878; Patent No. 203349
Recovered from Feature 1 at 0-48 inches.
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Figure 301. One of the red bricks exposed at the Hi Good Cabin flat. The
Aeromotor windmill, feed shed, and
corral complex can be seen in the distance, looking northeasterly across the
flat. Photo by author on 4/10/2003.

Baling wire remains difficult to date. The rolls of both baling wire and barbed wire observed
and samples collected from Feature 1 “Depression” probably date to the late 1930s through the 1960s,
as based on the associated and datable artifacts they were associated with.
Seven fence tacks/staples were recovered from the site, probably from repairing the several local fences. Considerable amounts of baling wire were recovered from Unit 3N3E, several with twisted
tie-ends and/or hooks. In ranching, baling wire has become an all purpose utility, not unlike how
duck tape has many uses. “Mormon buckskin” is one of the ranchers’ name for common bailing wire.
About Mormon buckskin, sheep man Jack Haslem of Lassen County said that it is “used to hold an
outfit together.”
For security, the fencing material might have been stored near the Hi Good Cabin. Recovered
from Unit 3N1E were over 20 miscellaneous baling wire strands. Several wire spliced fragments suggest wire piecing was an economic measure. Two hacksaw blades found in the NE quadrant do not
appear very old, and invariably served to repair separated and/or downed fencing. The Feature 4
Road Segments #3 and #4 had the most findings of wire fence clips and strand separators. The latter
is used for setting up barbed wire.
All metal fragments & metal straps - Lastly, some 25 specimens of unidentified, undiagnostic, construction materials of metal were collected. They were mostly shattered metal fragments. They are listed
in the catalog in the Appendix at the back of this report. Also many are of the metal strap objects,
possibly some used to reinforce the frames of wagons perhaps rather than having anything to do with
construction of structures.
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Figure 303. Calked horse shoe for draft horse, 320-449 (above left) and found in NE
quadrant. The second horse shoe (320-341) is smooth and for the front legs. It was
found in Feature 1 “Depression” at 0-48.”
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•

Figure 304. “Industrial Group of Historic Artifacts Recovered”
CA-TEH-2105H
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INDUSTRIAL GROUP INTERPRETATIONS

f the Industrial Group categories (see sidebar below), 26 diagnostic artifacts were
collected. Five of these were “horse tack” related, while 13 were wagon/buggy parts related.
In 1866, published accounts (Moak 1923:25) confirm that Hi Good began two new enterprises:
(1)  leading a pack train to the silver strike mines in Owyhee County, Idaho (see Fig. 306 opposite) and,
(2) became a sheep operator. 1866 was the year when Good obtained Indian Ned to serve as sheepherder,
and time is required to multiply the flock by lambing. Perhaps his pack train project was undertaken
to earn enough of a windfall to purchase more sheep upon returning.  Hi Good’s packer of supplies
to Idaho experience gave him more insights about the weather, the trails, about topography, such as
places with water accessibility and where natural corrals existed for keeping one’s flock of sheep at
night. Good also learned about the markets and the prices people were paying for products.
Question: Were any of the artifacts that were recovered from the study area, related to pack
train activities?
Interestingly enough, in 2007, two very “small horseshoes” were also found when metal detecting not far from where the burr was found (in the NE quadrant and on the west edge of the ranch,
Road Seg. #3). The small shoes conceivably were used on a donkey or burro, the ideal animal for pack
trains.
One other artifact found that possibly is pack train related was one burr for a rivet (see Fig.
305). This artifact (320-561) is listed with the Architectural/Structural Group. Burrs are useful for attaching panniers or canvas bags to pack saddles. Sheep man Jack Haslem posed this possibility. He
explained,
“One good use of such a burr is to bind two pieces of leather or canvas together. The
burr is the female end. The male piece is the rivet,  a straight prong. You punch a hole
in the material and push the male piece through. Then you put the burr on the end of
the male piece and strike that part of the male piece that’s protruding through the burr
with a hammer. Upon striking it, the rivet end becomes flattened and permanently
attached.”

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 305.
One Burr from Unit 6N2E E1/2
(320-561). Diameter 1/2.”

D. INDUSTRIAL GROUP CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
1. Blacksmithing
		
a. Horse tack (harness buckles etc.)
		
b. Wagon/Buggy parts
		
c. Blacksmith tools (anvils etc.)
2. Tools and Machinery (mining related)
		
a. Tools (picks/shovels/mining pans.
		
b. Scales and Weights/Assay Equipment
		
c. Machinery (reduction equipment etc.)
		
d. Other
3. Tools and Machinery (other)
a. Tools (hammers/saws/files/etc.)
		
b. Machinery
		
c. Other
4. General Industry
		
a. Chemical/Poison containers
		
b. Paint/Varnish containers
		
c. Other
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Three Accounts of Hi Good’s 1866 Pack Train Trip from California to Idaho:
Figure 306. Banner headline.

VOL. 1. CHICO. SATURDAY. APRIL 28. 1866. N0. 25.
									

• FOR OWYHEE -During the whole of last week, parties of from 3 to 20, with from five or six animals to pack
trains of forty and fifty; from wagons and saddle trains to coaches with passengers, started from or passed through
Chico, over the Chico and Idaho route for different sections of Nevada, Idaho and Montana. On Monday of this
week the travel Northward was opened by Hi. Good’s train of five wagons and fifty pack animals, loaded with
provisions and general merchandise. This train took a quantity of paper and material for the Owyhee Avalanche,
and will make the trip in twenty days. Friend Avalanche, please note the arrivals —the train started Monday
forenoon, getting under way about noon, the 23d inst. Several smaller trains started out Monday, and during the
week there has been a perfect stampede of horses, men and pack animals and vehicles through this place for the
Black Rock mines, for Idaho and Montana. The travel and freighting has opened early and with a rush.
• On ca. April 24, 1866, Simeon and Jacob Moak with Captain Robert Anderson and others rode off on their
horses to retaliate against the Mill Creeks for robberies of the homes of Albert Silva and Bolliver McKee. Simeon Moak (1923:25) recalled that from Rock Creek, he and the possé rode to Deer Creek to recruit Hi Good to
join them.
We then went to Good’s place on Deer Creek. Good said it was impossible for him to go. He
was running a pack train to Idaho and his forty pack animals and men and merchandise were
there and all ready to start next morning. He said that, if the Indians had committed murder he
would go, but as it was just robbery we would have to let him off, and as Anderson could track
the Indians we started on.
• Joshua “Frank” Weston1 (1868 -1961) wrote:
Hi Good often came to our house.2 The last time he bought a ton of bacon to pack over to
the mines in Idaho, Bear river, I think. At that time there were many war-like Indians. My uncle
Josh3 went along as guard. When they thought there might be an ambush ahead they’d wait until
night and go another way. Hi Good said if they saw Indians it was pretty safe. If they didn’t see
any, they were sure of trouble and waited until night to go ahead.4 [Joshua “Frank” Weston.
(1955, February). Hi Good, Indian Fighter. Wagon Wheels. Vol .5. No. 1, p. 5.].

_________
1 Frank Weston (1868 - d. May 13, 1961) was one of five children of Jubal and Sarah Weston (see also pages
127-129 of this report, about the Weston family and the little Indian orphan girl, “Nellie,” given to the Weston’s
by Hi Good.
2 The location of their house back then was Monroeville, located on the west side of the Sacramento, today
Colusa County.
3 “Uncle Josh” was Joshua Weston (1828 - d. Dec. 13, 1910) who served as “guard” for Hi Good’s pack train to
Idaho.  Later Josh Weston was foreman of the Monroeville Ranch. His obituary states, “He was known to all the
older settlers of northern Glenn county. Mr. Weston never married, preferring to remain a bachelor.” [“Joshua
Weston Dead” (1910, Dec. 17). Orland Register.].
4 Further Research: At the end of this Wagon Wheels essay, it reads, “Taken from a wire recording made in
Mr. Weston’s 85th year.” Can this wire recording be found? It may contain more data that did not appear in the
obviously condensed essay. The wire recording was probably done in about 1953.
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INDUSTRIAL GROUP ARTIFACTS
(Blacksmithing/ Horse tack)

a. Horseshoe/Tack Equipment (Five diagnostic).
Specimen		
Number		
320-341		
320-449		

Horizontal
Provenience		
Feature 1		
NE quadrant		

Depth		
0-48”		
0-6”		

Description
Horse shoe (See Fig. 303 above)
Calked horse shoe

320 -623		
3N1E			
0-6”		
								

Harness buckle loop with roller (1 3/4” x 1”)
(Fig. 308 below)

320-450		

NE quadrant		

Horse hoof pick (Fig. 309 Opposite)

320-547		

Road Seg. #4

0-6”		

0-6”			

Trigger hasp (Fig. 7 Opposite)

Figure 308. Harness

buckle loop with roller
(320-623) found in
Unit 3N1E.

Figure 307. Illustrations of buckle loop with roller from Sears, Roebuck & Co Catalogue, Vol 111, (1902), pages
400, and 402. The bridle part that uses the buckle loop with roller runs vertically down from the horses ear and
over its cheek and jaw area.
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INDUSTRIAL GROUP ARTIFACTS
(Blacksmithing/ Horse tack)

Figure 309.Horse hoof pick(320-450) hand forged cast iron 8” long x 1/2”
wide. According to Doug Flesher of Paradise (2006), “This is very likely a
horse hoof pick, and the hole is made for hanging on the wall.” It has been
discounted as a stove lid lifter because normally such a tool has some additional insulation for one’s hand. Drawing  by Janice Newton.

ACTUAL SIZE

ACTUAL SIZE
Drawing by Janice Newton
Figure 310. Trigger hasp (320-547) made of aluminum metal alloy
that was recovered from Road Segment #4 .

Suggested use is “as a hasp attached to a lead rope,
used to lead docile animals. Probably dates to 1950 or earlier.”
--Janice Newton, former co-manager of a horse and cattle
ranching operation in southeastern Washington.
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INDUSTRIAL GROUP ARTIFACTS
(Blacksmithing/ Wagon/Buggy Parts)

b. Wagon/Buggy artifacts - Wagon/Buggy items included 13, maybe 14 artifacts that were diagnostic. The metal detector sweeps found all but two of the wagon and horse related artifacts. Only
specimen 320-560, a wagon’s cast metal reinforcement strip, was found in Unit 6N2E E 1/2, and the
horse bridle buckle loop w/roller (Fig. 308) was found in Unit 3N1E. Of the 14 Wagon/Buggy related
artifacts, four were found in the NE quadrant, three had been deposited in the Feature 1 Depression/
refuse dump, and three were found along the Feature 4 Road Segments (two in Road Seg. #1 and one
in Road Seg. #3).
With relative ease, wagons were able to “come in” to the study area flat to drop off supplies,
such as bricks to build a chimney, and to transport back to the town markets any fresh mutton that
was butchered. The Moak Trail (also called the ranch road) changes drastically one mile farther east.
The road’s dark soil observed at the site changes to angular lava cap rock, navigable by only strong
and sturdy pack train animals. Noteworthy is that according to the April 28, 1866 Chico Weekly Courant
account (above Fig. 306), Hi Good’s pack train, with “five wagons and fifty pack animals” did not
depart from Acorn Hollow, but rather “started from or passed through Chico.” It can be said that the
study area may have served as a “staging area” for his expedition. Josh Weston of Monroeville, may
have made rendezvous with Good in Chico, to serve as one of his guards.
Sheep rancher Jack Haslem surprised this author about what he conjectured Hi Good’s sheep
outfit did about sheep wagons. “In the early days,” Haslem began, “they didn’t use much in the way
of wagons. They used tents and pack animals.” Haslem’s opinions have created a new caution and
reservation about the wagon/buggy items recovered. The deposition of the wagon pieces collected
along the Moak’s Trail and around the cabin site, could well have occurred after Hi Good’s ephemeral
existence. About items that Jack Haslem predicted would be used by Hi Good’s early sheep operation,
he said, “You should find bridal bits for horses, pieces of guns [for guns used for protection against
predators] after the sheep etc. Other things you might find are horse shoes. You especially had to shoe
in that rocky, rugged] country.”

Figure 311a & b. Two inch square nut. This standard size nut (320-484), with 5/16”center hole, was recovered
from Road Segment #1. This identical size nut was also found on this early wagon (above left) preserved on
the old Patrick’s Ranch, the Northgraves Mansion, Durham, California, and now part of the Far West Heritage
Association. On this wagon’s sideboard (above) the nut holds up a metal support strip, which, in turn, holds
together a metal rod that traverses the beam of the wagon. Photos by the author.
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INDUSTRIAL GROUP ARTIFACTS

(Blacksmithing/ Wagon/Buggy Parts)
Wagon/Buggy Parts (13 Diagnostic) -continued-

One cast iron wagon brake pedal (320-344), with four 3 1/2” long carriage bolts and respective nuts was retrieved from the Feature 1 Depression at 0-48.” Consultant Doug Flesher of Paradise
remarked in 2006 that “This appears to be a wagon brake pedal. That was about the only use, unless
it is a fancy step from a buggy.” Rancher John Latta of Gustine, California (2006) said, “Wagon stepoffs usually have a date on them, but this one is too badly corroded to see it.” It does include a shaft
or spindle possibly for a brake handle.
The twelve other artifacts assigned as wagon/buggy parts are: one flat bar hand forged
fragment with pin (320-314); one six inches long “pin-like” upholstery button (320-384) with square
head for buggy leather seat; one 2” square nut (320-484) with 5/16” center hole; one rounded head
carriage bolt (320-485); one reinforcement cross strap fragment (320-526); one hook/wagon sideboard connector (320-435); one threaded carriage bolt (320-447); one harness hook, for chains on
a wagon tongue for a single tree (320-448); one “u-shaped” wagon part joiner with threaded ends
(320-451); one hand forged carriage bolt off center fragment (320-424); one steel bolt fragment with
letter “s” embossed on head 5/16” machine made (320-474); one 11” long elliptic spring/use undetermined (320-426); and one wagon’s reinforcement strip (Fig. 312 below) with specimen number
(320-560).

Figure 312. Wagon’s metal reinforcement
strap (320-560), with white tag in photo
(left), is a near match with this wagon’s
metal reinforcement strip, used to help
hold together its buckboard seat. This
old buckboard wagon is preserved at
the old Patrick’s Ranch, the Northgraves
Mansion, Durham, California, for whom
Chico’s Far West Heritage Association
is the steward. Photo by author.
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INDUSTRIAL GROUP ARTIFACTS
(Blacksmithing/ Wagon/Buggy Parts)

REDUCED 50% OF ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 313. Elliptic spring (320-426), and only nine inches long, was found in the SE
quadrant. Its precise use remains undetermined. Best guess is that it was a spring close
for a heavy luggage or tapestry bag. It is too small to be one of a pair of elliptic springs
that goes on the under side of a buckboard seat.
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INDUSTRIAL GROUP ARTIFACTS
(Blacksmithing/ Tools and Machinery)

c. Blacksmithing Tools and Machinery
As for blacksmithing accessories are concerned, one cast iron “S” (320-224), used for hanging heated objects on, 5” long by 2” wide, was found in Unit 3N3E.
One metal-tension ring (320-349) was found in Feature 1 at the 48-60” level.
Three fragments of a round flat belt pulley, which pulled a belt made of leather or canvas
of a machine was recovered from Feature 1 Depression. Its machine type remains undetermined.
The three fragments all come from the same original pulley wheel. Its diameter is about six inches,
while the length of the belt for it would have been about 1  7/8 inches.  The specimen numbers for
the pulley fragments are 320-342a, b and c.
One cultivator shank (320-430), used to penetrate the soil in farming operations, was found
in the study area’s SE quadrant. It is  6” x  1 1/4” x 1/4” and curved with a point and one oval hole
is in its middle, located 2” from its pointed end. The fact that it is a “cultivator shank” was jointly
identified by agricultural specialists Doug Flesher and Lorry Dunning.
Sheep man Jack Haslem of Susanville (2007) identified that one “blunt tipped” sheep shear
blade (6” length x 2” wide) was recovered from the SE quadrant (see Figures 397-402 on pages 541543 about specimen 320-434).
One metal gaff for salmon fishing (320-621) was found in the NE quadrant adjacent to the
ranch road and Unit 4N10E, while site surveying with a metal detector on April 10, 2003. Noteworthy is that its two inside tines appear to be forge welded. One tine broke off, invariably when annealing (cooling down). That is to say, the interior carbon became brittle. The three tines remaining
(see Fig. 315) all have barbs, formed on the ends for the purpose of grabbing big fish when gigging.
Its barbs were modified probably from a pitchfork rather than from a potato hook (see Fig. 316 below), for  its handle remnant extends vertically, not curved, as is the case for a potato hook’s handle.
One shovel fragment with rivets (320-414) was found in Acorn Hollow Creek, east of the
cabin site (see Fig. 304 map).  Doug Flesher of Paradise (2006) explained, “It is blacksmith made,
riveted when hot. Shovels made with rivets are older than shovels made with bolts.”  Darrell
Mullins of the Tehama County Museum (2006) added, “The handle’s tang was riveted rather than
welded. This indicates it is unlike today’s modern shovels and a potential ‘time marker.’”
Two hacksaw blade fragments (320-443), having fine serrated metal teeth, were found in the NE
Quadrant. This type of metal blade was used for cutting through thin steel, such as through chains or
barbed wire during fencing repairs.  They are not necessarily old, for the same type can be purchased
at hardware stores today. They are too long to have been for a jigsaw machine. The fragments’ respective lengths are 5 1/2” & 7.”
Figure 314 (see next page) is one Bastard file fragment (320-497), which was recovered from
Road Seg. #1 at 0-6.” Length 2 1/4” x 15/16” x 1/8” thickness.
One mouse trap found was identified. Upon inspecting this flat wood (approx. 5” x 2  1/2”)
with metal spring trap fragment (320-301), recovered from Feature 1 at Level 1 (0-48 “), rancher John
Latta of Gustine (2006) and Doug Flesher of Paradise (2006) both called it a “mouse trap” They separately remarked that “rat traps are much bigger.”
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Figure 314. Bastard file fragment
(320-497) is most similar to the two
files top (right side) from Sears,
Roebuck & Company Catalogue
1902, p.503.

REDUCED 200% OF ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 315. Gaff fragment for grabbing big fish when
gigging. Its forge welded barbs were probably from
a pitchfork, rather than from a potato hook.
Figure 316. The shape of this early potato hook
with four round tines appears close to the modified
fishing gaff that was found. Reprinted from Sears,
Roebuck & Company Catalogue 1902, p. 668.
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Figure 317. Mouse trap illustration in Sears, Roebuck &
Company Catalogue Vol. 111,1902, p. 578.
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E. Other Group Interpretations

ourteen specimens collected at CA-TEH-2105H during 2003-2004  were classified under E.
“Other.” Their material types included: metal (3  fragments), wood (6 fragments), charcoal
(1) rubber (2 ),  leather (1), sandstone (1) and the asbestos mineral fragment (1).   They are all
unidentified as to their original function or usage. As for size dimensions, all of these are less than
2” in length and no more than 1/4” in thickness.
E. OTHER CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
			
1. Metal
				
a. Tin
				
b. Iron
				
c. Lead
				
d. Other
2. Wood & Charcoal
			
3. Glass
a. Bottle
				
b. Other
4. Ceramic
			
5. Rubber
			
6. Plastics/bakelite/etc.
7. Other
1. Metal -Specimens 320-382 and 320-593 appear to be of lead (melted) and of lead/foil respec-

tively.
About “metal objects” found in general, about 20% of them remain unidentified and were placed
under the C. Architectural/Structural Group. They are mostly shattered metal fragments and metal
strap fragments. They are placed in the catalog at the back of  C. Architectural/Structural Group.
2. Wood & Charcoal - There was nothing diagnostic about these specimens.

3. Glass - Roughly 35% of the glass fragments recovered from the site remain undiagnostic.
They are  grouped as “Miscellaneous Unidentified Glass.” They are listed in the catalog under:
A. KITCHEN GROUP
1. Food Containers
			
b. Food glass containers.
4. Ceramic - All of the ceramic fragments recovered found respective placements in the Historic
Artifacts Analysis Categories. Whether the three stoneware lip fragments (320-001) recovered from
Unit 6N2E E1/2 are “glazed” or “unglazed” remains a conundrum.
5. Rubber -The three rubber material specimens remain undetermined as to their use(s). They
might be of cloth or hose, possibly clothing or footwear. Specimen 320-059, in particular, appears to
be rubber coated leather with a stimpled parallel line pattern that might be of some kind of clothing
or footwear item.
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6. Plastics/bakelite/etc.-Regarding the A. Kitchen Group,  two Melmac dinnerware dish rim
fragments  (320-292 and 320-293) were recovered. Their blue pattern was popular in the 1960s. They
were both recovered from Feature 1 at 0-48” wherein other artifacts of this time period were also recovered. For example, one 1963 medicine animal vaccination bottle (320-283) was also found in  Level
1 0-48 inches.
7. Other -Three specimens were placed here: one of sandstone, one of leather, and one of asbestos mineral.
The two specimens (320-059 and 320-129) became reassigned and listed as faunal material. Specimen
320-059 appears to be of “embossed leather” as opposed to “embossed mud.” Specimen 320-129 was
determined to be of bone (faunal) rather than of clay.
Leather material - Six leather fragments that appear to be footwear related were recovered
during 2003 and 2004. Three such leather fragments (320-002), one with a two eyelets, were recovered
from Unit 6N2E E1/2. One embossed leather fragment (320-059)  was found in Unit 3N2E at 0-6”, it
remains undiagnostic. However, it may be part of leather footwear items found nearby. For example,
specimen 320-607 from Unit 3N1E at 0-6” has two copper rivets with leather attached, while the largest
leather fragment of all found at the site is the inner sole leather piece (320-221), possibly from a man’s
boot, recovered in Unit 3N3E (See Fig. 269 in Personal Group).
Asbestos material - 320-298 of asbestos (mineral) material stands alone inasmuch as not another
of its kind was found at the site. It is best described as “part of a sheet with black stripes.” Its original
function or usage remains unidentified.
Asbestos is composed of minerals, having long, thin fibrous crystals. Due mainly to its ability to withstand heat, asbestos became increasingly popular with builders in the late 19th century.
Because it was recovered from Feature 1 at 0-48” and that asbestos did not become popular among
manufacturers and builders until the late 19th century, it probably dates to about 1945.
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